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Welcome to MyGIFTS
for Administrators
Thank you for choosing MyGIFTS! MyGIFTS 3.6 combines the power of
GIFTS with the versatility of the Internet for the most complete grant
tracking system ever. With the freedom to work with your GIFTS data over
any Internet connection, you’re sure to agree that MyGIFTS has the
potential to change the way you work.
MyGIFTS will also change the way you interact with program officers,
executives, and other staff involved with your grantmaking activities. You
can find the perfect fit for every user by creating different levels of access for
each of your user groups.

In This Chapter
Getting Started..........................................................................vi
Chapter Summaries ................................................................ vii
Conventions Used in This Manual ........................................ viii
Maintenance and Support Program...........................................x
Using the Documentation ........................................................xi
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Getting Started
As the MyGIFTS administrator, you are responsible for setting up user
accounts, security permissions, and the format of the content that is
displayed to your users.
To get started with MyGIFTS, you should:
1 Ensure that all components of the system are running.
2 Set up the system and provide the MyGIFTS URL to your users so they
can begin working in MyGIFTS.

Starting the System
Before users access MyGIFTS through their browsers, all of the system
components should be running on your network. These components are:
❖

The MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT server, which is the engine of both
MyGIFTS and ReviewerCONNECT. For information about setting up the
server, please refer to the MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT Installation and
Technical Reference Guide.

❖

The MyGIFTS Job Manager, which processes user requests for reports,
merged correspondence, and exports. Users can access the system if the
Job Manager is not available, but their jobs will not be processed until at
least one instance of the Job Manager is running.
For information about starting and stopping the Job Manager, please
refer to “Starting and Stopping the Job Manager” on page 130.

For more information about the MyGIFTS system architecture, please refer
to the MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT Installation and Technical Reference Guide.

Understanding and Setting Up MyGIFTS
To get started with the administration of your system:
✔ If you are new to MyGIFTS, read “About MyGIFTS” on page 1 for an
overview of the system. This chapter introduces the options you have
when setting up the system.

vi
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✔ Read Chapter 2, “MyGIFTS Quick Setup Guide” on page 23, for
information about essential tasks that you should complete before
providing user access to the system. The chapter summaries in the next
section describe where you can find more detailed information about
administering the system.
✔ When the system is ready for use, provide the MyGIFTS URL to your
users. For information about obtaining the URL for MyGIFTS, please refer
to the MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT Installation and Technical Reference
Guide.

Chapter Summaries
Use the procedures in this manual to set up and maintain MyGIFTS.
Following is a brief description of the chapters in this manual.
Chapter

Description

“About MyGIFTS” on page 1

This chapter provides an overview of the basic
functionality of MyGIFTS, as well as the major components
of the system.

“MyGIFTS Quick Setup
Guide” on page 23

This chapter offers instructions for getting started in
MyGIFTS with a “bare bones” setup.

“Controlling Access to
MyGIFTS” on page 31

An important part of MyGIFTS functionality involves the
ability to establish appropriate access for every user on
the system. This chapter describes the options available
for controlling access and user permissions.

“System-Wide MyGIFTS
Settings” on page 41

Once you have MyGIFTS installed, you can determine how
information is displayed to users. This chapter describes
the process of making your MyGIFTS setup relevant and
useful for your users.

“Changing Page Layouts”
on page 59

As a member of the Admin group, you can rearrange page
layouts throughout the system. You can also customize
the colors and formatting of individual page parts or your
entire system.

Chapter Summaries

vii
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Chapter

Description

“Working with MyGIFTS
Homepages” on page 67

Homepages are important hubs of activity within
MyGIFTS. This chapter helps you to assign homepages, as
well as to maintain homepages for users, groups and the
system.

“Displaying Summary and
Budget Information” on
page 81

This chapter describes how to add page parts that display
summary data from saved searches and—for users of the
optional Budget Module—Budget information for a
Budget Year, category, or reserve fund

“Getting Additional
Information to Users” on
page 87

Apart from the GIFTS data displayed on homepages and
detail pages, MyGIFTS can provide its users a wide range
of additional information. This chapter describes these
options.

“Search, Correspondence,
and Reporting Options” on
page 113

This chapter describes how to grant MyGIFTS users access
to searching, reporting, and correspondence options.

“Managing MyGIFTS Jobs”
on page 129

This chapter describes how to start, stop, and use the
MyGIFTS Job Manager, which processes reporting,
correspondence, and exports for MyGIFTS users.

“Tips and Troubleshooting
for MyGIFTS” on page 137

This chapter provides resolutions for common issues you
or your users may encounter in MyGIFTS.

“Appendix: Standard
Homepage Templates” on
page 147

This appendix outlines the make-up of all the homepage
templates that are included with the MyGIFTS software.

“Appendix: MyGIFTS
Glossary” on page 161

This appendix defines MyGIFTS terminology that may be
unfamiliar to new users.

Conventions Used in This Manual
Before you read the MyGIFTS Administrator’s Guide, it is helpful to
familiarize yourself with the conventions used throughout this manual.
Doing so will enhance the usefulness of the documentation.

viii
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Procedural and Typographic Conventions
This manual uses the following conventions to clarify the procedures and
tasks it describes:
❖

Important procedures are always given as a numbered set of tasks.

❖

Check marks indicate a checklist of general items or tasks.

❖

Characters given in this font are examples of data that you should enter,
such as the directory path to a file.

❖

Data elements within MyGIFTS and the GIFTS system are presented with
an Initial Capital Letter. For example, the word “request” is capitalized
when it is used to refer to a Request record within GIFTS.

Different Types of Notes
When appropriate, notes provide additional information or warnings that
may apply to you. The MyGIFTS Administrator’s Guide uses four types of
notes. Each type of note serves a unique purpose as defined below.
Note: A note with this format and the heading “Note” provides information
that applies to some users. Notes apply to special situations. For example, a
Note might explain minor differences in setup procedures among network
and standalone systems.
Important: A note with this format and the heading “Important” provides
information that applies to all users. This type of note provides information
that is essential to the completion of a task. Important notes should not be
disregarded.

!

Caution: A note with this format and the heading “Caution” provides

important information that applies to all users. Pay special attention to these
notes.

Conventions Used in This Manual
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q
Tip: A note with this format and the heading “Tip” provides useful

information that applies to most users. Although Tips are not essential to
the completion of a task, they provide alternative methods, shortcuts, or
special applications relating to the procedures in the text.

Maintenance and Support Program
Members of MicroEdge’s Maintenance and Support Program receive
unlimited telephone consultation on the use of the software, assistance in
error isolation and correction, software updates, and prompt furnishing of
any available problem solutions relating to the currently supported versions
of GIFTS.
Our Technical Support staff are available Monday through Friday, 9:00 A.M.
to 8:00 P.M. Eastern time. You may contact MicroEdge's Technical Support
Specialists as follows:
Phone

1-877-704-3343

Fax

(212) 757-1784

E-mail

helpdesk@microedge.com

Internet

Log in to PowerME, the MicroEdge client portal

Members may also search our library of documentation and technical
bulletins in the MicroEdge Solutions Knowledgebase. To access the
knowledgebase from GIFTS, log in to PowerME, the MicroEdge client
portal, and select the Solutions tab.
For details about our support policies, please refer to the MicroEdge Client
Resource Guide. If you have any questions regarding the Maintenance and
Support Program, please contact our Client Administration Representative
at 1-800-899-0890, option 6, then 2, who will be happy to assist you.

x
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Using the Documentation
MicroEdge includes the GIFTS and MyGIFTS documentation in Portable
Document Format (PDF). To view these files, you will need the Adobe®
Reader, which is available for free from Adobe Systems, Inc. at http://
www.adobe.com.
You can print out selected pages, sections, chapters, or the entire book. You
can also install the files on your computer or network so you can access
them online, and take advantage of features such as a “hot” table of
contents, index, and cross-references within books.

q
Tip: You can also obtain PDF copies of the documentation from PowerME,

the MicroEdge client portal. Just log in and go to the Content tab.
The Adobe Reader’s other features are described in the Reader’s online
Help. Note that MicroEdge does not provide technical support for the
Adobe Reader. We cannot assist you with the installation, configuration, or
use of this product.

Using the Documentation
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About MyGIFTS
MyGIFTS is a Web-based application designed to provide
convenient and versatile access to data in your GIFTS database.
Wherever your users have Internet access, they have a way to
interact with GIFTS for running searches, editing records, and much
more—right in a Web browser.
Staff members at the office can also access MyGIFTS using their
network workstations—even if they don’t use GIFTS! MyGIFTS
gives you the ability to customize user access, making it a perfect tool
for program officers, executives, and casual users who need limited,
easy-to-use access to GIFTS.

In This Chapter
MyGIFTS User Pages ................................................................2
The Admin Available Actions Page...........................................9
About Page Parts .................................................................... 14
Logging Out of MyGIFTS ...................................................... 21
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MyGIFTS User Pages
The MyGIFTS user pages are the Web pages used to view and work with
GIFTS data. Types of user pages include homepages, detail pages, search
pages, and edit pages, and are comprised of the following basic elements:
❖

A logo in the upper right-hand corner. The default MicroEdge MyGIFTS
logo can be replaced by your organization’s logo.
Tip: Clicking on the logo in any MyGIFTS page will return you to the

homepage.
❖

A two-tiered menu bar in the upper left-hand corner. The upper menu
bar is used to return to your homepage, log out of the system, and access
standard settings that apply to all MyGIFTS pages. The lower menu bar
contains links that are applicable to the MyGIFTS page you are currently
viewing.

❖

Page parts containing current GIFTS data and search actions. The page
parts look like file folders, and may be customized for appearance, layout,
and content. Each page part contains a different kind of data, helpful links,
instructions, and more. For more information, please see “About Page
Parts” on page 14.

Important: MyGIFTS administrators access and use these same user pages. In

this sense, you are a MyGIFTS user as well as a MyGIFTS administrator.
The descriptions of user pages that follow describe your pages, too.

Homepage
The homepage serves as a system crossroads for MyGIFTS, meaning that all
your activity stems from this central page. The links and page parts on the
homepage give you access to every system setting and data management
tool available in MyGIFTS. That’s why it’s the first page you see when you
log in, as well as the page to which you return when you wish to pursue a
different action.
Note: Whenever you access the homepage, the most current database
information will be reflected.

2
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Here is a sample homepage:
Use the menu bar links
to customize MyGIFTS
and to log out of the
system.
This Admin link is only
available to MyGIFTS
administrators. It takes
you to the Admin
Available Actions page,
described on page 9.

The menu bar at the top of MyGIFTS pages consists of two tiers of links.
The upper menu bar contains links that are available on all MyGIFTS pages
for Admin group users:
Link

Description

Home

Returns the user to their homepage. If this link is clicked on the
homepage, the homepage will refresh.

Settings

This link accesses the user settings, which allow you to override
the system defaults for colors, fonts, and other display
preferences. For more information on these settings, please see
“Setting Up MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44.

Admin

This link accesses the Admin Available Actions page. For
information on working in the Admin Available Actions page,
please see “The Admin Available Actions Page” on page 9.

ReviewerCONNECT
(ReviewerCONNECT
users only)

Click here to open your ReviewerCONNECT homepage. If you
want both ReviewerCONNECT and MyGIFTS open in separate
windows, right click this link. When the menu drops down, select
“Open in New Window.”
Note: This link will only appear after a MyGIFTS administrator
has entered a value in the ReviewerCONNECT URL field in the
system settings.
ReviewerCONNECT is the default name of this link, although it
will change to match the application name assigned in the
ReviewerCONNECT system settings.

MyGIFTS User Pages
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Link

Description

Log off {user name}

This link is displayed when you are modifying the homepage for
a MyGIFTS user or user group. Click here to close the editing
session.

Logout

Click here to log out of MyGIFTS.

The lower menu bar contains links that are applicable to the current page
being viewed:
Link

Description

Add Part

Available on: homepages, detail pages, layout pages
This link accesses the page part library, a listing of the page parts
you may choose to add to the current page. You may also
designate the title of the new page part, as well as its position on
the page. For detailed information on page parts and the page
part library, please see “About Page Parts” on page 14.

Layout

Available on: homepages, detail pages, edit pages
This link opens a customizable page part layout view of your
MyGIFTS homepage. From this view you can rearrange page
parts, or delete them altogether.

View Normal

Available on: layout pages
This link closes the layout page and returns to the corresponding
MyGIFTS page, with layout changes incorporated.

Reset Layout

Available on: layout pages (for detail and edit pages only)
This link resets the layout page to the system-defined default.

The homepage is also where you will begin your search for GIFTS data. The
data displayed in the page parts is summary information from your GIFTS
database. If you wish to view detailed information about a record:
❖

4

You can use the links within page parts to open detail pages for particular
records. When you click on a link, you are accessing the record that the
link represents, regardless of which page part the link is in. For example,
if you click on the name of an Organization in the Proposals page part, a
detail page will open for the Organization, not the proposal.

MyGIFTS User Pages
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❖

Run a saved search if the information you wish to view is not currently
displayed on the homepage. When the results of your search are displayed,
you can choose to add the records to your homepage in a new page part.

❖

Run a search for Organizations, Contacts, or Requests from the Find page
part. When the results of your search are displayed, you can choose to add
the records to your homepage in a new page part.

❖

Click a record type in the Search For page part to access the Query Builder
page part. Here you can create a new search, with the same search criteria
and search options found in the GIFTS Organizer’s Quick Find feature.
Note: To run searches, the Search For and/or Saved Searches page parts
need to be on your homepage. If they are not included on your
homepage, use the Add Part link in the menu bar to add them.

q
Tip: When you first install MyGIFTS, the homepage you see will be a

template designed for Program Officers. You may use this page, or any of
the other included templates, to create a new default application homepage.
To learn about changing your default homepage, see “Changing the Global
Default Homepage” on page 69. You may also wish to allow each group or
user to design their own personal homepages. For information on allowing
users to create customized homepages, see “Allowing Users to Modify Their
Homepages” on page 74.

Detail Pages
Whenever you click on a link from the homepage to an Organization,
Contact, Request, etc., you will see a detail page for that record. The detail
pages are similar to homepages in appearance, but they display detailed
information pertaining only to the record that has been clicked. There is also
a special Title page part available for detail pages that lets your users easily
identify the detail page being viewed. For details on setting up Title page
parts for your detail pages, please see “The Title Page Part” on page 90.

MyGIFTS User Pages
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Below is a sample Request detail page:

When a MyGIFTS administrator changes a detail page, that change is
reflected in all detail pages for that record type. For example, if you change a
Contact detail page, all Contacts viewed by all users will have the same page
content and layout.
Generally, there is a detail page for each type of GIFTS record
(Organizations, etc.), but there are exceptions: Grant Requirements and
Payment Requirements have different detail pages, and there are three
separate detail pages for Requests (Pending, Approved, and Declined). Each
class of Activity—History, Document, To-Do—has its own detail page. If
you have the optional Reviewers Module, there is a detail page for Review
records.
Since detail pages are shared by all users on the system, only MyGIFTS
administrators have the ability to customize them. For information on
customizing detail pages, see “Customizing the Detail Pages” on page 52.

Search Results Page
When you run any search, your results will display in a Search Results page
part on the Search Results page. You should keep in mind that the number

6
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of records displayed on this page is controlled by the display limits specified
in the User Settings.
If the number of records exceeds your display limit, you can click the Next
link in the Search Results page part to display the next page of records. You
may also choose to add a Search Results page part to the homepage by
clicking the “Add to homepage” link in the lower left corner.

If you run a saved
search from the Saved
Searches page part, and
a View has been linked
to the saved search in
GIFTS, the View will be
used to determine the
columns displayed on
the Search Results
page. To change to
another public View,
select it here and click
Go.
Otherwise, the default
columns for the
searched-on record
type (for example,
Requests) will be used.

q
Tip: Every data field within the Search Results page is also a link to a detail

page. When viewing search results, these links are not highlighted or
underlined, but you can still access the records they represent by moving
your pointer over them and clicking once.

Edit Pages
Once you have followed links and drilled down to a record, you can edit the
record through the Available Actions page part. Editing functions found in
this page part will be tailored to the permissions assigned to the user
currently logged in. Once you click on an edit link from the Available

MyGIFTS User Pages
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Actions page part, the edit page will open, allowing you to make changes to
the record according to your permissions:

Layout Pages
Layout pages allow you to remove and rearrange page parts on homepages
and details pages. Only unlocked users can change the layout of their
homepages. As noted above, only MyGIFTS administrators can change the
layout of detail pages, and those changes are system-wide.
Whether rearranging a homepage or a detail page, the layout page looks
essentially the same:

Click on the arrows to
move the page part in
the direction indicated.
You can remove a page
part from the page by
clicking the X in the
upper right corner.

8
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Admin Available Actions Page
The Admin Available Actions page contains links to all MyGIFTS
administrative functions. From this page you can set up user groups,
homepages, and permissions, as well as establishing system-wide defaults
for settings and preferences.
To access the Admin Available Actions page, click the Admin link on the
menu bar of any MyGIFTS page. An overview of the Admin Available
Actions page follows.

The Admin Available Actions Page
The Admin Available Actions page contains links to every administrative
function and setting in MyGIFTS. To access this page, click the Admin link
on the menu bar of any MyGIFTS page.

This section provides a general description of each option listed on the
Admin Available Actions page. After each description, a cross-reference will
direct you to detailed instructions for performing that particular task.

The Admin Available Actions Page
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Manage Users
The Manage Users link will open the User Status page part. The User Status
table displays important information about each user on your MyGIFTS
system.

The User Status table also allows you to perform a number of user and
homepage maintenance tasks:

10

Table
Column

Description

User

This column lists the GIFTS login ID for each user.

Group

This column indicates the GIFTS user group to which each user
is assigned.

The Admin Available Actions Page
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Table
Column

Description

Homepage

This column indicates which level of homepage assignment is
currently seen by each user—user-level, group-level, or the
system default. For information about homepage levels and
assignments, please see “Homepage Levels” on page 68.

1

The cells in this column are color-coded for quick
identification of each user’s homepage level:
❖ Grey=System default homepage
❖ Yellow=Group-level homepage
❖ Green=User-level homepage
If a user is logged out, this column will include a “Modify
Homepage” link. You can use this link to access the user’s
current homepage. For detailed information on modifying
users’ homepages, please see “Modifying a Group’s
Homepage” on page 72 and “Modifying a User’s Homepage”
on page 76.
System Status

This column indicates whether each user is logged in or
logged out. If a user has been timed out—that is, his or her
MyGIFTS sessions has been idle longer than your system
settings allow—a link appears in this column that allows the
Administrator to log that user out.
A pink cell in this column indicates a logged-in user, while a
green cell indicates a logged-out user.

Locked Status

This column indicates whether each user is locked or
unlocked. A pink cell in this column means the user is
unlocked, while a green cell means the user is locked. You
may toggle a user’s locked status by simply clicking on their
current status in this column. (A user must be logged out of
MyGIFTS before you can change their locked status.)
To assign a user a homepage, the user must have a locked
user-level homepage. If you wish to allow a user to modify his
or her homepage, the user must be unlocked. For more
information about locking and unlocking users, please see
“Allowing Users to Modify Their Homepages” on page 74.

Full Name

The Admin Available Actions Page

This column shows the full name of each user.

11
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Assign Homepage to User
You can use this link to assign a homepage (either a system template, or an
existing user or group homepage) to an individual user:

For detailed information on assigning homepages, please see “Assigning a
Homepage to a User” on page 77.

Assign Homepage to Group
You can use this link to assign a homepage to a group of users. For detailed
information on assigning homepages, please see “Assigning a New
Homepage to a Group” on page 73.

Set Default Homepage
The default homepage is the homepage that is assigned to new users and
groups as they are added to the system. You can assign any existing user or
group homepage, as well as the templates supplied with MyGIFTS, as your
default page. For details on setting the default homepage, please see
“Changing the Global Default Homepage” on page 69.

Monitor Job Status
Click here to check to status of correspondence, reporting, and export jobs
submitted by you and other MyGIFTS users. You can cancel jobs, clear
completed jobs, or retry failed jobs. For detailed information on monitoring
job status, please see “Managing MyGIFTS Jobs” on page 133.

Modify Field Permissions for Groups
This link allows you to access and modify field-level permissions for user
groups. Field-level permissions allow you to assign view and edit rights on a
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field-by-field basis. For detailed information on field-level permissions, and
on modifying them in MyGIFTS, please see “Maintaining Field-Level
Permissions” on page 35.

Customize Field Labels
In the detail and edit pages, each line of the detailed record information is
labeled with a unique field name. You can change the default field names to
be more meaningful and/or applicable to your users. For details, please see
“Customizing Field Labels” on page 48.

Modify MyGIFTS Settings
Application Settings establish the global default values for MyGIFTS pages,
as well as providing additional preferences for configuring the system in
general. For instructions on establishing or changing these settings, please
see “Modifying MyGIFTS Application Settings” on page 42.

Upload Your Logo
When you first install MyGIFTS, the MicroEdge MyGIFTS logo appears on
the login screen and in the upper right-hand corner of all pages. If you
would like to personalize your system, you can replace the MyGIFTS logo
with your own organization’s logo. If you have branch security, you can
upload a different logo for each of your branches. For details, please see
“Adding Your Logo” on page 50.

Refresh Customizer Fields
Note: This link only appears if you use the optional GIFTS Customizer
Module.

Whenever you make changes to Customizer fields in the GIFTS
Administrator, you will need to refresh those fields in MyGIFTS as well.
Click this link to reflect your Customizer changes in your MyGIFTS system.
Users will see the changes the next time they log in or, if they’re already
logged in, the next time their browser refreshes.

The Admin Available Actions Page
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About Page Parts
Page parts are areas on MyGIFTS pages that provide you with a means of
viewing and interacting with data from your GIFTS database and the
Internet. There are a number of different uses for page parts, including:
❖

Displaying GIFTS data

❖

Displaying live Web content and RSS feeds

❖

Viewing saved GIFTS documents

❖

Searching for GIFTS data

❖

Creating reports from your GIFTS data

❖

Creating and editing GIFTS records

❖

Keeping track of correspondence, reporting, and export jobs

❖

Providing instructions and access to related information

To make sure your users will have the most relevant GIFTS data available,
you can add, remove, and rearrange page parts on homepages and detail
pages. You can also establish default system settings for the appearance of
page parts. For more information on default system settings, please see
“Modifying MyGIFTS Application Settings” on page 42.

q
Tip: You can apply filters to page parts in order to narrow the records they

contain. For example, you may wish to limit your Grants page part to those
Grants assigned to three particular staff members. Even though you may
only apply one value to each filter (in this case you may filter by one staff
name), you may add the same page part to your homepage more than once,
with different filter values each time.

Page Part Library
The page part library is a list of page parts that can be added to MyGIFTS
homepages and detail pages. It is a system-defined list that will only display
page parts that are available for the particular page you are editing. While
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you cannot alter the page part library, you can use page part “filters” to
display the most relevant data.
The following tables list and describe the page parts available on homepages
and each detail page.

Page Parts for Homepages

About Page Parts

Page Part

Description

Activities and
Requirements to be Done

This page part lists all of your open Activity and
Requirement records.

Activities to be Done

This page part lists all of your open Activity records.

Add Organizations and
Contacts

This page part includes links that allow you to create
new Organization and Contact records.

Address Book

This page part allows you to quickly search for a Contact
by clicking the first letter of the Contact’s last name.
There is also a space where you may enter a partial or
complete last name for the search. Search results will
appear within the Address Book page part.

Budget Summary

Users of the optional Budget Module can use this page
part to display Budget information for a Budget Year,
category, or reserve fund. For details, please see
“Displaying Budget Data on User Pages” on page 83.

Custom Image

This page part allows you to place a saved image (.gif,
.jpg, or .bmp) on your homepage. For details, please see
“The Custom Image Page Part” on page 96.

Declinations

This page part lists all Requests with a disposition of
Declined.

Find

This page part allows you to quickly search for an
Organization, Request or Contact. The search criteria for
each record type may be customized.

Grants

This page part lists all Requests with a disposition of
Approved.

Link List

This page part contains a customizable list of links to
helpful and/or supporting Web pages. For details, please
see “The Link List Page Part” on page 94.

15
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Page Part

Description

Note

This page part can be used to provide instructional or
informational text for MyGIFTS users. For details, please
see “The Note Page Part” on page 92.

Payments Paid

This page part lists all Payments with a status of either
Paid or Refund.

Payments to be Paid

This page part lists all Payments with a status of
Scheduled, Hold or Contingent.

Proposals to Review

This page part lists all Requests with a disposition of
Pending.

Recent Searches

This page part lists the most recently run searches for the
types of record that you choose.

Reports

This page part allows you to run reports right from your
homepage. You can quickly select a standard report or a
saved search, or you can customize a new search for
each report.

Requests by Meeting Date

This page part lists all Requests, sorted by Meeting Date.

Requirements for Requests
and Payments

This page part lists all Requirements for Requests and
Payments.

RSS Reader

This page part displays information from an RSS feed.
For details, please see “The RSS Reader Page Part” on
page 101.

Saved Searches

This page part allows you to run searches that have been
saved in both MyGIFTS and GIFTS. Your configuration of
this page part will determine which searches are
available.

Search For

This page part allows you to link to a search builder page
for any record type, where you may create a custom
search based on one or more search parameters.

Summary

This page part displays a summary of data from a saved
search in GIFTS. Summary information can be displayed
from a Requests search or a Payments search. For
details, see “Displaying Summary Data on User Pages” on
page 82.

About Page Parts
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Page Part

Description

Web Clipping

This page part allows you to place a Web page within
your homepage. You may also use this page part to
display saved documents, like GIFTS letters and reports.
For details, please see “The Web Clipping Page Part” on
page 98.
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Page Parts for Detail Pages
Page Part

Found on detail
pages for...

Description

[record type]
Alerts

Organizations
Contacts
Requests

This page part displays any Alerts for the
record displayed. If there are no alerts
for the record, the page part is not
displayed.

[record type]
Coding Sheet

Organizations
Contacts
Requests

This page part displays the Coding
Tables and inserted codes for the record
displayed.

[record type]
Information

All record types

This is the main page part on any detail
page. It contains the data for the
record—generally the fields found in
the record type and the data entered in
each field for the record displayed.
The name of the page part varies in
different detail pages. It follows the
naming convention shown in the first
column, with the following exceptions:
❖ On Request detail pages: Proposal
Information, Declination
Information, or Grant Information (as
determined by the Disposition of the
Request)
❖ On Requirement detail pages: Grant
Requirement Information or
Payment Requirement Information
❖ On Activity detail pages: Document
Activity, Export Activity, History
Activity, Import Activity, or To Do
Activity

18

Activities and
Requirements
for this [record
type]

Organizations
Contacts
Requests

This page part lists all open Activity and
Requirement records associated with the
record displayed.

Affiliated
Contacts

Organizations
Requests

This page part lists Contacts affiliated
with the record displayed.

About Page Parts
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Page Part

Found on detail
pages for...

Description

Affiliations for
this Contact

Contacts

This page part lists all Affiliations
between the Contact displayed and the
affiliated Organizations.

Available Actions

All record types

This page part lists the actions the user
can take to edit or modify the record
displayed. The actions listed vary by
record type and user permissions.

Audit Trail

Payments

This page part lists the audit trail—i.e.,
the History Activities—for the Payment
displayed.

Audit Trail
Activities

Organizations
Requests

This page part lists the audit trail—i.e.,
the History Activities—for the record
displayed.

Custom Image

All record types

This page part allows you to specify a
graphics file to display on the detail
page.

Documents for
this [record type]

Organizations
Contacts
Requests

This page part lists the Document
Activities associated with the record
displayed.

GuideStar Charity Check

Organizations

If you have the appropriate GuideStar
subscription, this page part will display
the most recent electronic version of
Publication 78 for the Organization.
Note: This and other GuideStar page
parts use the Organization’s Tax ID to
search for GuideStar data. If the Tax ID is
incorrect or missing, no data (or the
wrong data) will be displayed.

GuideStar - Plus
Access

Organizations

If you have the appropriate GuideStar
subscription, this page part provides a
more in-depth summary of the
Organization’s purpose and background.
This page part also includes a link to the
GuideStar Analyst Report for the
Organization. The report will open in a
new browser window.

About Page Parts
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Page Part

Found on detail
pages for...

Link List

All record types

This page part contains a customizable
list of links to helpful and/or supporting
Web pages. For details, please see “The
Link List Page Part” on page 94.

Note

All record types

This page part can be used to provide
instructional or informational text for
MyGIFTS users. For details, please see
“The Note Page Part” on page 92.

Payments for
this [record type]

Organizations
Contacts
Requests

This page part lists the Payments
associated with the record displayed.

Request History

Organizations
Contacts

This page part lists Requests associated
with the record displayed. On
Organization detail pages, it will list
Requests from the Organization. On
Contact detail pages, it will list Requests
for which the person is the primary
Contact.

Requirements
for this Payment

Payments

This page part lists the Payment
Requirements for the Payment
displayed.

Reviewers /
Proposals Under
Review

Requests
Contacts

This page part lists the reviews
associated with the Request or Contact.
This page part is named “Reviewers” on
Request detail pages, and “Proposals
Under Review” on Contact detail pages.

Description

On systems with Reviewers Module/
ReviewerCONNECT.
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Title

All record types

This page part identifies the detail page
currently being viewed.

Subsidiaries

Organizations

This page part lists Organizations which
are subsidiaries of the Organization
displayed.
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Page Part
Web Clipping

Found on detail
pages for...
Organizations
Contacts
Requests
Payments
Grant Requirements
Payment Requirements
Reviews

Description
The Web Clipping page part allows you
to designate a Web page or a document
file you want to display on the detail
page. For more information on the Web
Clipping page part, please see “The Web
Clipping Page Part” on page 98.

Editing Individual Page Parts
While page parts are initially subject to the default application settings,
unlocked users may choose to edit the appearance and content of individual
page parts. Many page parts have data filters that allow you to alter the
scope of the data included. Unlocked users can click the Edit button in a
page part’s title bar to access its properties page.
For more information, please see “Editing Page Parts” on page 63.

Logging Out of MyGIFTS
Important: This section addresses logging out of the system. Even if you have
used other web-based applications, it is a good idea to familiarize yourself
with this information as it applies to MyGIFTS.

It is important to remember that a user remains logged in to the system
until they choose the Logout link in the MyGIFTS menu bar. If a user
simply closes their web browser, they will still be logged in to the system
and you will not be able to access their account for Administrative purposes.
In such a case, the user will be “timed out” after a period of time that you
specify in the system settings. Once a user has been timed out, you may log
the user out completely and access their account. For details on accessing
other users’ MyGIFTS accounts, please see “Modifying a Group’s
Homepage” on page 72 and “Modifying a User’s Homepage” on page 76.

Logging Out of MyGIFTS
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MyGIFTS Quick
Setup Guide
This chapter guides you through the basic steps of setting up
MyGIFTS—how to set up user accounts, homepage templates, and
the homepages used by each user. You will also learn how to change
the labels for data fields to provide a customized interface to your
users. More detailed information about these features can be found
in the chapters that follow.

In This Chapter
Step 1: Add Users and Groups................................................ 24
Step 2: Assign Templates to Groups ...................................... 25
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Step 1: Add Users and Groups
The first thing you need to do is enable MyGIFTS access for the users in
your system. Since MyGIFTS shares user, group, and permission
information with GIFTS, MyGIFTS access is controlled through the
Administrator module. This is also the best time to add any new users or
groups, such as remote clients or board members, that do not already have
accounts on your system.

Adding New Users and Groups
The procedure for adding users and groups does not change with the
addition of MyGIFTS to your system. For detailed information on adding
users and groups, please refer to the GIFTS Administrator’s Guide.
Note: If you want to grant MyGIFTS access to members of your organization

who do not have access to GIFTS, you must first give them GIFTS user
accounts. These individuals do not need to use GIFTS or even have GIFTS
installed on their workstations, but they must have a GIFTS user ID and
affiliation with a user group.

Enabling MyGIFTS Access
MyGIFTS access is granted to individual users through the GIFTS
Administrator Module.
1 Log in to the GIFTS Administrator.
2 Choose Access ➤ Users from the Administrator menu. The users currently
defined in your system are displayed.
3 Highlight a user and click Edit to modify his or her user account. The
Editing an Existing User window opens.
4 In the GIFTS Connections section of the window, select the MyGIFTS
check box, then select one of the following permissions:
Standard access allows users to log in to MyGIFTS and
perform whatever functions they are allowed by their user group’s
GIFTS and MyGIFTS permission sets.
Standard
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Read-Only Users with read-only access to MyGIFTS will be able to log
in to MyGIFTS and view information on their homepages. However,
they are unable to change GIFTS data through MyGIFTS, regardless of
whatever permissions they are granted elsewhere. Nor will they be able
to access any MyGIFTS Admin features, even if they are members of the
Admin group.

5 Click OK. The user now has the designated access to MyGIFTS.
For more detailed information on granting MyGIFTS access, please see
“Managing User Accounts and Permissions” on page 33. Also refer to
“MyGIFTS Security and GIFTS Permissions” on page 32 to understand how
GIFTS and MyGIFTS interact to establish user permissions.

Step 2: Assign Templates to Groups
MyGIFTS software includes a number of standard homepage templates
designed by MicroEdge. They are intended to meet the needs of several
typical user groups, such as grants managers or board members. The data
presented and options available are generally suited to the tasks each group
is likely to perform. For specifications on the layout and content of these
templates, please see “Appendix: Standard Homepage Templates” on
page 147.
The quickest way to get your users started in MyGIFTS is to assign these
standard templates to user groups. If they do not suit your needs precisely,
you can easily modify them later. You can also assign different homepage
designs to individual users as the need arises.

Assigning Standard Templates to Groups
Detailed instructions for assigning a homepage to a group are presented in
“Assigning a New Homepage to a Group” on page 73.

Step 2: Assign Templates to Groups
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To assign standard templates to your user groups, click Assign Homepage to
Group on the Admin Available Actions page:

Choose from the Select
Template menu when
you want to assign a
MicroEdge-defined
standard homepage
template.

Select the group you
wish to assign a
homepage to from this
drop-down menu.

Note: At this point, you can start allowing users to log in to MyGIFTS. Once
logged in they will see the homepage you have assigned to their group, and
they will be able to search for and work with information from your GIFTS
database. However, you should consider taking the time to customize your
field labels and apply field-level permissions, as described later in this chapter.

Step 3: Add Searching and Reporting
Options
Add the Reports page part to a group-level homepage and allow the group
members access to standard GIFTS reports:

After the MyGIFTS user chooses a standard report, he or she can limit the
report based on a saved search, or on new search criteria, just like in GIFTS.
For details on adding the Reports page part to homepages, please see
“Granting User Access to Reporting” on page 123.
Search capability can be added directly to homepages as well:
❖

26

The Search For page part takes users to the Query Builder page, where
they can construct a new search for a particular GIFTS record type.
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❖

The Recent Searches page part lists the user’s most recent searches for
each record type in the form of links: Click the link, and the search is run
again.

❖

The Find page part helps users quickly run simple name searches for
Organizations, Contacts, and Requests.

❖

The Address Book page part contains links for each letter of the alphabet.
Users can quickly search for a Contact by clicking the first letter of the
Contact’s last name.

❖

The Saved Searches page part contains a drop-down menu of saved
searches (saved in both MyGIFTS and GIFTS). Users may simply select a
search to run again.

❖

The Summary page part displays a summary of data from a saved search
in GIFTS. Summary information can be displayed from a Requests search
or a Payments search.

For more information, please see “Adding Search Capabilities to User Pages”
on page 114. You may also wish to add page parts that display images, notes,
data from the Internet, or other additional information. These page parts
are described in “Getting Additional Information to Users” on page 87.

Step 4: Unlock Users
Depending on your users’ needs, as well as their individual levels of
computer savvy, you may wish to “unlock” some or all of your users.
Locked users are able to personalize the colors and fonts on their homepage,
but they cannot alter the basic elements of it. Unlocked users, on the other
hand, are able to customize their own homepages by adding, moving, and
removing page parts.
To unlock a user:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Manage Users link to open the User Status table.

Step 4: Unlock Users
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3 Find the user you wish to unlock, and click the “Locked” link within the
Locked Status column for that user. The entry in the Locked Status
column is changed to “Unlocked.”

q
Tip: Once you unlock a user, they are automatically assigned a user-level

homepage that is a personal copy of the homepage they were using as a
locked user. This change is reflected in the Homepage column of the User
Status table. Changes made to the new user homepage will not affect the
homepages of other users or groups. That also means that changes to the
user’s group homepage or the system default homepage will not be seen by
the unlocked user.

Step 5: Customize Field Labels
MyGIFTS is programmed with unique labels for each data field included on
homepages and detail pages. If your organization uses specialized
terminology when referring to certain pieces of data, you can change the
field labels to ensure that the information presented in MyGIFTS is easily
identifiable and meaningful to your users.
You can create different field labels for each of your GIFTS user groups. If
you do not create specific field labels for a user group, the “Default” labels
are used for that group; changes you make to the default labels are applied
to all groups that use the defaults.
Note: Changing field labels in MyGIFTS will not affect the field labels in

GIFTS or ReviewerCONNECT.
To change the field labels for a user group:
1 Click the Admin link on the menu bar to open the Admin Available Actions
page.
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2 Click on the Customize Field Labels link. The Customize Field Labels page
opens:

3 From the Select Group to Modify list, select a user group. The field label
changes you make will only apply to the group that you select.
Note: You can also edit the Default settings, which are applied to all user

groups that have not been individually modified. At any time, you can
revert a group’s labels back to the Default settings by selecting that group
from the list and clicking Reset to Default.
4 From the Select Table to Modify list, select the kind of GIFTS record for
which you are customizing field names. Click Modify. The Field Labels
page opens:

5 Make changes to the labels in the text boxes provided. When you are
finished, click Update to save the changes.

Step 6: Designate Field-Level Permissions
Field-level permissions allow you to customize a user group’s ability to view
and/or change GIFTS records in their MyGIFTS pages. Even though your
existing GIFTS permissions will be applied automatically, you may wish to
specify different permissions in MyGIFTS. Perhaps you want to limit your
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users’ ability to edit certain kinds of data when working in MyGIFTS. You
may also choose to omit certain data fields altogether, so your users are not
distracted by nonessential information.

Modifying Field-Level Permissions
Field-level permissions are assigned on a group basis in MyGIFTS, and can
be modified at any time.
To access the field-level permissions, go to the Admin Available Actions
page and click the Modify Field Permissions for Groups link. Select the
group and GIFTS record type for which you are setting field permissions,
then click Modify.
You can set the
permission for each
field to one of two or
three levels. Hidden
makes a field invisible
to the users. Read-only
allows users to view
the field but not
change it. Editable
gives users full access
to make changes in
the field.

Important: The default setting for MyGIFTS field-level security is to give all

MyGIFTS users permission to edit all fields in each type of record. You
should note that this does not necessarily allow users to edit every field in
MyGIFTS, since your original GIFTS permissions are still in effect.
For more detailed information on modifying field-level permissions, and the
relationship between MyGIFTS field-level permissions and GIFTS
permissions, please refer to “Maintaining Field-Level Permissions” on
page 35.
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Controlling
Access to MyGIFTS
This chapter describes how to grant GIFTS users access to MyGIFTS.
It also explains how to set users’ permissions within MyGIFTS,
allowing you to determine which GIFTS data they can view and/or
edit.

In This Chapter
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MyGIFTS Security and GIFTS Permissions
MyGIFTS users are viewing and, in some cases, editing data from your
organization’s GIFTS database. The permissions they are granted in GIFTS
also apply to them when they are accessing this same data through
MyGIFTS.
However, there are separate security settings in MyGIFTS that affect what a
given user can do with GIFTS data through MyGIFTS.

Read-Only and Standard MyGIFTS Access
The first security setting will be established when you grant MyGIFTS
access to the user, as described in “Giving a GIFTS User Access to
MyGIFTS” on page 33. If the user is given “read-only” access to MyGIFTS,
he or she will not be able to edit any data using MyGIFTS. This is true even
if the user is granted permission to edit records in GIFTS.
Also note that if a member of the Admin group is granted read-only access
to MyGIFTS, he or she will be unable to access the Admin Available Actions
page or perform any MyGIFTS administrative functions.
“Standard” access to MyGIFTS generally means the user may edit the same
data in MyGIFTS that he or she is allowed to edit in GIFTS. Group
permissions in GIFTS also take effect in MyGIFTS.
For example, if a user with standard MyGIFTS access is allowed (in GIFTS)
to enter new Request records, but is denied permission to approve Requests,
the same will be true when he or she works in MyGIFTS.

Field-Level Permissions
In MyGIFTS, you can also decide which data fields in each kind of GIFTS
record can be viewed and/or edited by members of a user group. For more
information, please see “Maintaining Field-Level Permissions” on page 35.
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Managing User Accounts and Permissions
User accounts and user groups set up in GIFTS are also used by MyGIFTS;
you do not need to set them up separately in MyGIFTS. The following
section explains how to grant a GIFTS user access to MyGIFTS, and how
GIFTS user group permission sets affect MyGIFTS security.

User Accounts and User Groups in MyGIFTS
GIFTS users log in to MyGIFTS using the same user account set up for them
in GIFTS. The user’s MyGIFTS login ID and password are the same as in
GIFTS.
MyGIFTS also recognizes the user group to which the user belongs. Because
user groups are the same in GIFTS and MyGIFTS, the permission set
assigned to that user group is also operative in MyGIFTS.

Giving a GIFTS User Access to MyGIFTS
Granting a GIFTS user access to MyGIFTS is done through the GIFTS
Administrator Module.
Note: If you want to grant MyGIFTS access to members of your organization

who do not have access to GIFTS, you must first give them GIFTS user
accounts. These individuals do not need to use GIFTS or even have GIFTS
installed on their workstations, but they must have a GIFTS user ID and
affiliation with a user group. Information on adding users can be found in the
GIFTS Administrator’s Guide.
To give a GIFTS user access to MyGIFTS:
1 Log in to the GIFTS Administrator.

Managing User Accounts and Permissions
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2 Choose Access ➤ Users from the Administrator menu. The users currently
defined in your system are displayed:

3 Highlight a user and click Edit to modify his or her user account. The
Editing an Existing User window opens:

This check box does not appear if your
organization did not purchase
ReviewerCONNECT.

4 In the GIFTS Connections section of the window, select the MyGIFTS
check box, then select one of the following permissions:
Standard Standard access allows users to log in to MyGIFTS and
perform whatever functions they are allowed by their user group’s
GIFTS and MyGIFTS permission sets.
Read-Only Users with read-only access to MyGIFTS will be able to log
in to MyGIFTS, view information on their homepages, perform
searches, and view detail pages. However, they are unable to change
GIFTS data through MyGIFTS, regardless of whatever permissions they
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are granted elsewhere. Nor will they be able to access the Admin
Available Actions page, even if they are members of the Admin group.
Please see “Read-Only and Standard MyGIFTS Access” on page 32 for
further details on how this setting affects users’ ability to edit GIFTS data
using MyGIFTS.
5 Click OK. The user now has the designated access to MyGIFTS.
Note: If you have inadvertently exceeded the number of licensed
MyGIFTS users, you will receive the following message after clicking OK:
“The maximum number of standard MyGIFTS licenses has already been
assigned.” Please note that you must have a license for each GIFTS user
with read-only or standard MyGIFTS access.

Maintaining Field-Level Permissions
Field-level permissions allow you to customize a user group members’
ability to view and/or change GIFTS records in their MyGIFTS pages—they
can even be set differently for different Request Types.
You might use field-level permissions to allow read-only MyGIFTS users to
view records without being mired in detail, or limit your standard users’
ability to modify certain data while using MyGIFTS.
Most fields in a particular type of record (e.g., an Organization or Contact
record) can be set to one of the following permissions:
Hidden

The MyGIFTS user will be unable to view the data from this field
in any MyGIFTS page part, detail page, or edit page. This is useful not only
for security purposes, but also because it allows you to hide any fields that
your organization does not use.

!

Caution: System combined fields which can be included as columns in GIFTS

Views and applied to search results in MyGIFTS do not respect field level

Maintaining Field-Level Permissions
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permissions. An example would be the ID/Reference No column for
Request Views:

If in MyGIFTS you mark either Request ID or Reference Number “hidden,”
it will still be shown in Request search results if the user applies a Request
View which includes the combined column ID/Reference No.
Read-Only

With “read-only” permission, users will see the field and its
data in their MyGIFTS pages, but will be unable to edit the data.

Editable

Users with “editable” permission will be able to make changes to
data in the field, and those changes will be made in the GIFTS database. This
is the default setting for all fields.
Field-level permissions are assigned on a user group basis in MyGIFTS.
Please note that your settings here affect only the data shown or edited in
MyGIFTS; they do not affect records when using GIFTS or
ReviewerCONNECT.

Field-Level Security and GIFTS Permissions
The default setting for MyGIFTS field-level security is to give all MyGIFTS
users permission to edit all fields in each type of record. Please note,
however, that this in itself does not grant a user permission to edit a record.
For example, a user who has been granted read-only access to MyGIFTS will
not be able to edit any field in any record, no matter what the field-level
permissions are. If a user group is not granted permission to modify
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Requests in GIFTS, they will not be able to edit them in MyGIFTS either,
even if MyGIFTS field-level security seems to allow them to edit every field.

Modifying Field-Level Permissions
To modify field-level permissions:
1 Click Admin on your MyGIFTS menu bar to access the Admin Available
Actions page.
2 Click the Modify Field Permissions for Groups link to access the Modify
Group Field-Level Permissions page:

3 From the drop-down menu, select the user group for which you are
changing field-level permissions, then select the type of GIFTS record for
which you are granting field permissions.
You may set field-level permissions for each field (including Customizer
fields) in the following record types:
❖

Organizations

❖

Contacts

❖

Requests

❖

Activities

❖

Payments

❖

Documents

❖

Requirements

❖

Affiliations

❖

Reviews

Note: Request records allow you a further level of field-level security:
Permissions for each Request field can be set differently depending on
Request Disposition. For example, you could allow a user group’s
members to edit the Project Title for Pending or Declined Requests, but
not for Approved Requests.

Maintaining Field-Level Permissions
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4 Click Modify. If you are setting field level permissions for Requests, the
Change Request Type/Status page part opens:

Select the Request Type for which you want to set field level permissions
for the group (or set the default for all Request Types), then click Modify.
The Field Permissions page opens:

The fields for the selected kind of record are listed in alphabetical order.
5 Select the appropriate permission for each field. When you are finished
making changes, click Update. You are returned to the Modify Group
Field-level Permissions page.

A Note on Branch Security
If you use the branch security option for your GIFTS system, please note
that no additional setup is required in MyGIFTS to enforce branch security
in MyGIFTS. For example, if a user group has GIFTS permissions allowing
its members to view only New York branch records in GIFTS, they will see
only New York branch records in MyGIFTS.
Note: Some branch-related actions, like transferring a record from one branch

to another, are not available in MyGIFTS.
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This feature can be particularly helpful to organizations that maintain data
for a number of funds in a single GIFTS database, performing all data entry
and maintenance with a central staff. MyGIFTS access will allow an
individual from one fund to receive data concerning his or her fund without
compromising the security of your other clients’ data.
Note: As noted above, an individual need not have GIFTS installed on his or
her workstation to use MyGIFTS. However, he or she will need a user login
ID and user group assignment. If you want to use MyGIFTS to push data
concerning a single branch to a MyGIFTS user, make sure to assign the
correct permissions to the user group to which the user is added.

MyGIFTS offers the following features to help you customize the system for
use with multiple branches:
❖

You can create different field labels for each of your user groups; by
assigning users to groups with the appropriate branch access, you can use
this feature to control how data is displayed to each of your branches. See
page 48.

❖

You can create different Application Settings and upload a different logo
for each of your branches. For more information, see “Modifying
MyGIFTS Application Settings” on page 42 and “Adding Your Logo” on
page 50.

For further details about branch security, please see the GIFTS
Administrator’s Guide.
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System-Wide
MyGIFTS Settings
This chapter is designed to help you establish system-wide
preferences and settings for your MyGIFTS system. Some of these
preferences define limits for user options. Others allow you to
customize default settings related to the look of MyGIFTS pages.
And customizing the content and layout of detail pages allows you
to get the necessary data to users.
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Modifying MyGIFTS Application Settings
Application settings establish the global default values for MyGIFTS login,
home, and detail pages, as well as providing additional preferences for
configuring the system in general. Users with the optional branch security
feature can use different settings for each of their branches.
To work with the application settings:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Modify MyGIFTS Settings link.
❖

If you do not have branch security, the Application Settings page
opens.

❖

If you have branch security, you are prompted to choose the branch
that you want to modify. Select a branch from the list, and click
Modify to continue. The Application Settings page opens.
Note: You can also edit the Default settings, which are applied to all

branches that have not been individually modified. At any time, you
can revert a branch’s setting back to the defaults by selecting that
branch from the list and clicking Reset to Default.
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3 The Application Settings page displays the formatting and other global
options for MyGIFTS:

When the Allow Hex Colors
check box is selected, fields
appear following each
color. In these fields you can
enter a hexadecimal value
for a custom color. The hex
value you enter overrides
the color selected in the
palette.

There are two sets of preferences to apply to your MyGIFTS system.
Formatting establishes the look of MyGIFTS pages and part parts.
Application Settings apply controls to such things as session time-out length
and search result limits.

Modifying MyGIFTS Application Settings
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Setting Up MyGIFTS Formatting
The table below describes the options available in the Formatting section of
the Application Settings page. When logged in as a MyGIFTS administrator,
your changes in this section will establish the system default formatting for
all MyGIFTS users.
Field

Description

Header Text Color

The color of the user name and application name
that appear in the Header section of MyGIFTS pages.

Header Text Color (hex)

A custom header text color entered as a hexidecimal
value (e.g., F5F5DC).
Note: Hex value color fields appear only if you have
selected the Allow Hex Colors check box at the end of
the Formatting section of the Application Settings
page.

Header Background
Color

The color indicated here will be used as the
background color of the header area only if you have
first replaced the MicroEdge MyGIFTS logo with your
own logo. This allows you to select a color more
complementary to the colors in your logo.
For information on adding your logo to MyGIFTS,
please see “Adding Your Logo” on page 50.

44

Header Background
Color (hex)

A custom header background color entered as a hex
value. Note that this color will only be used in the
header if you have replaced the MicroEdge MyGIFTS
logo with your own logo.

Page Part Color

The color applied to the title bar and border of each
page part.

Page Part Color (hex)

A custom page part color entered as a hex value.

Page Part Background
Color

The color of the background within each page part.

Page Part Background
Color (hex)

A custom page part background color entered as a
hex value.
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Field

Description

Highlight Color

The highlight color for the first line of each record
listed in the page parts.

4

Note: The color you choose here appears only for
users who have cleared the “Auto-highlight based on
Page Part Color” check box on their user settings.
Highlight Color (hex)

A custom highlight color entered as a hex value.

Page Background Color

The background color of MyGIFTS pages.

Page Background Color
(hex)

A custom page background color entered as a hex
value.

Title Color

The color of the text that appears in each page part
title bar.

Title Color (hex)

A custom title color entered as a hex value.

Title Font

The font for the application name, the links in the
menu bar, and the titles of the page parts.

Title Font Size

The font size for the application name, the links in
the menu bar, and the titles of the page parts are
based on the entry here. Page part titles will use the
font size you enter; application name font size will
be your entry + 1, menu bar font size will be your
entry - 1.
Note: Font size in MyGIFTS is measured by standard
Web font size units, rather than the point measure
used, for example, in Word.

Title Font Bold

Select this check box to make the application name,
the links in the menu bar, and the titles of the page
parts bold.

Body Font

The font for text within the page parts.

Body Font Size

The font size for text within the page parts, using
standard Web font size units.

Body Font Color

The color of the text within the page parts.

Body Font Color (hex)

A custom body font color entered as a hex value.

Modifying MyGIFTS Application Settings
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Field

Description

Allow Hex Colors

Select this check box, click Update, and return to the
Application Settings page. After each color palette, a
field appears where you can enter the hex value of a
custom color. A hex value overrides the color
selected in the palette.
Note: This also allows users to enter hex colors on
their User Settings pages.

Note: All users—both locked and unlocked—can click the Settings link on
their homepage menu bar to customize their own page part formatting.
Once a user has changed any setting in the formatting section, changes to the
system formatting defaults you make later will not apply to that user. For
more information on user settings, please see the MyGIFTS User’s Guide.

Setting Up MyGIFTS Application Settings
You can also establish your MyGIFTS application settings on this page:
Field

Description

Application Name

This preference changes the text that follows the
user’s name in the upper left-hand corner of the
MyGIFTS homepage. The default text is “MyGIFTS.”

Session Timeout (mins)

This preference establishes the number of minutes a
session may remain idle before it “times out.” Once a
session has timed out, the user will be required to
log in again the next time they refresh the current
page, or attempt to access another page.
Even though the user will have to log in again to
continue working, the User Status table still lists the
user as logged in. As a MyGIFTS administrator, you
can terminate timed-out sessions from the User
Status table, allowing you to perform administrative
tasks that require that the user be logged out.
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Field

Description

Maximum List Length

This value represents the maximum number of
records that will show in any page part. If the
number of records exceeds this value, a View More
link will appear at the bottom of the page part.

Maximum Search Results
Length

This preference represents the maximum value
available in user settings for the number of search
results to be displayed. Setting a global maximum
prevents users from entering an inappropriately high
value that may cause performance issues or other
problems.

Allow HTML in
Annotations and Notes

Marking this check box allows you and your
unlocked users to use HTML coding in your page part
annotations and Note page parts. For more
information on page part annotation and its uses,
please see “Annotating Page Parts” on page 88. For
more information on the Note page part, please see
“The Note Page Part” on page 92.

ReviewerCONNECT URL
(Internal)

This field appears only if you have the optional
module ReviewerCONNECT.

4

If your MyGIFTS users also need access to
ReviewerCONNECT as internal reviewers, enter the
URL for the ReviewerCONNECT internal reviewers site
here.
The next time a user with ReviewerCONNECT access
logs in or refreshes his or her browser, he or she will
see a ReviewerCONNECT link in the MyGIFTS menu
bar. Clicking the link takes the user directly to their
ReviewerCONNECT homepage. (Since the user’s login
information will be the same in ReviewerCONNECT
as it is in MyGIFTS, the user won’t even need to log
in.)
Size Customizer fields
based on GIFTS

This field appears only if you have the optional GIFTS
Customizer. If this option is selected, the size of your
custom data entry fields is calculated based on their
size in GIFTS. If this option is not selected, standard
field sizes for MyGIFTS are used.
Note: Due to differences in screen resolution and
browser types, the size of the fields may vary.
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Field

Description

Allow Anonymous Posts

Select this check box to give MyGIFTS users the
option to post each discussion board message
anonymously.
For more information on administering MyGIFTS
discussion boards, please see “Adding Discussion
Boards” on page 108.

Once you have finished changing your application settings, click Update.
You are returned to your MyGIFTS homepage.

Customizing Field Labels
In the detail and edit pages, each line of the detailed record information is
labeled with a unique field name. You can change the field labels for each
GIFTS user group to be more meaningful and/or applicable to your users.
If you do not create specific field labels for a user group, the “Default” field
labels are used for that group; changes you make to the default field labels
are applied to all groups that use the defaults.
Note: Changing field labels in MyGIFTS will not affect the field labels in

GIFTS or ReviewerCONNECT.

Customizing a Group’s Field Labels
To change the field labels for a user group:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
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2 Click on the Customize Field Labels link. The Customize Field Labels page
opens:

3 From the Select Group to Modify list, select a user group. The field label
changes you make will only apply to the group that you select.
Note: You can also edit the Default settings, which are applied to all user
groups that have not been individually modified. At any time, you can
revert a group’s labels back to the Default settings by selecting that group
from the list and clicking Reset to Default.

4 From the Select Table to Modify list, select the kind of GIFTS record for
which you are customizing field names. Click Modify. The Fields Labels
page opens. For example:

Note: Fields created by the optional GIFTS Customizer cannot be edited
in MyGIFTS. To change the label of a Customizer field, please log in to
the GIFTS Administrator Module and access the Customizer options
there.

5 Make changes to the labels in the text boxes provided. When you are
finished, click Update to save the changes. You are returned to the
Customize Field Labels page.

Customizing Field Labels
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Resetting a Group’s Field Labels
At any time, you can reset the field labels for a user group to match the
default field labels for your system. To reset a group’s field labels to your
defaults:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Customize Field Labels link. The Customize Field Labels page
opens:

3 From the Select Group to Modify list, select a user group.
4 Click the Reset to Default button. You are prompted to confirm that you
want to reset all of the field labels for that user group.
5 Click the Reset button. The field labels are changed to match your default
settings.

Adding Your Logo
When you first install MyGIFTS, the MicroEdge MyGIFTS logo appears on
the login screen and in the upper right-hand corner of all pages. If you
would like to personalize your system, you can replace the MyGIFTS logo
with your organization’s logo. Clients with the optional branch security
feature can upload different logos for each of their branches.
Note: Clients who also use ReviewerCONNECT should note that the logo
you designate in MyGIFTS will also appear on ReviewerCONNECT pages,
and vice versa. A logo added in either application appears on the Web pages
for both.
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q
Tip: You may want to resize your graphic before uploading it as your new

MyGIFTS logo. The MyGIFTS header will adjust to the size of the logo. If
the file is too big, your MyGIFTS pages will be dominated by the header. As
a guide, note that the initial MyGIFTS logo that appears in the header is 202
pixels wide by 55 pixels high.
To replace the MyGIFTS logo:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click on the Upload Your Logo link.
❖

If you do not have branch security, the Upload a Company Logo
page opens. Proceed to the next step.

❖

If you have branch security, you are prompted to choose the branch
that you want to modify. Select a branch from the list, and click
Modify to continue.
Note: You can also edit the Default logo, which is applied to all

branches that have not been individually modified. At any time, you
can revert a branch’s logo back to your default logo by selecting that
branch from the list and clicking Reset to Default.
3 From the Upload a Company Logo page, click Browse to find the logo file
or enter the path to the file in the field. (Some browsers may not display
the text field for entering the logo’s file. If this is the case, click Browse to
identify the logo file.)

4 Click the Update button.

Adding Your Logo
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Once the logo has uploaded successfully, it will appear in the Upload a
Company Logo page part, as well as in the top right-hand corner of the
page.
If you wish to remove a logo, simply click the Clear Logo button in the
Upload a Company Logo page. The current logo will be replaced with the
system default logo provided by MicroEdge.

Customizing the Detail Pages
Detail pages are customized by a MyGIFTS administrator on a system-wide
basis. For example, if a MyGIFTS administrator rearranges the page parts on
one pending Request detail page, the changes will affect the detail page for
every pending Request viewed by any MyGIFTS user.
The customizing options for detail pages allow you to rearrange the layout
and add and remove page parts. (For information on the page parts available
on the various detail pages, please see “Page Parts for Detail Pages” on
page 18.)

Changing the Layout of a Detail Page
To rearrange the layout of a detail page:
1 Access the detail page for any record by clicking a corresponding link on
your homepage.
2 Click the Layout link on the menu bar of the detail page. The Layout page
opens:
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3 Click on the arrows within page parts to move them in the direction of
the arrow.
If you wish to remove a page part from the detail page, click on the close
box in the upper right-hand corner of that page part.
4 Click the View Normal link in the menu bar to apply your layout changes
and return to the detail page.

Adding a Page Part to a Detail Page
To add a page part to a detail page:
1 Access the detail page for any record by clicking a corresponding link on
the homepage.
2 Click the Add Part link on the menu bar of the detail page. The Add a Page
Part page opens:

3 Indicate the page part you wish to add, the position of the new page part,
and the title (if different from the default title).
4 Click Submit to add the new page part and return to the detail page.

q
Tip: If you wish to return the layout of a detail page to the system-defined

default settings, click the Layout link in the menu bar of the detail page. In
the Layout page, click Reset Layout in the menu bar, and then click the
Update button to complete the reset.

Customizing the Detail Pages
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Removing a Page Part
To remove a page part:
1 Display the page you wish to modify.
2 Click the Layout link on the menu bar. The Layout page opens.
3 Locate the page part you wish to remove and click the close box (the “x”)
in its upper right corner.
4 Click the View Normal link on the menu bar to apply your changes.
Note: If you remove a page part from a detail page, it is not removed from the

MyGIFTS page part library. You can always add this page part back to the
detail page if necessary, but any formatting changes will be lost.

Document Linking and Uploading
MyGIFTS users with the proper permissions may attach new documents to
either Organizations or Requests. Document files that can be “found” by
MyGIFTS on your network are linked; files that can only be found on the
user’s workstation are linked and uploaded to the GIFTS Connections upload
directory. The difference is explained below.

Linking versus Linking and Uploading
When MyGIFTS users are adding or editing a Document Activity, they
enter a path to the document file (e.g., C:\Documents\filename.doc). The
users then click Update when finished with their changes.
After Update is clicked, MyGIFTS first checks to see if it can “find” this file
on the network. If MyGIFTS can find it, the Document Activity is saved.
The document is now linked to the Organization or Request, but the file
itself has not been moved or uploaded.
If MyGIFTS cannot find the file on its network, it not only saves the
Document Activity, but also uploads the file from the user’s workstation (or
elsewhere) to the GIFTS Connections upload directory. In addition, the file
path and name in the Document Activity is automatically changed to point to the
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GIFTS Connections upload directory (defined below), despite what the user
him- or herself originally entered.
If MyGIFTS cannot find the document at all, or cannot upload it to a
directory where it can be accessed later, the Document Activity will not be
saved and the user will receive an error message.

Setting Up the GIFTS Connections Upload
Directory
The GIFTS Connections upload directory is a single folder on your network
you have designated as the save location for all documents uploaded
through MyGIFTS. When a user seeks to link a new document that
MyGIFTS cannot find on the network, the file will be uploaded and saved
here.
To set up the directory where documents will be uploaded:
1 Log in to the GIFTS Administrator.
2 Choose Setup ➤ Preferences from the Administrator menu. Click on the
External tab:

The path to the document
upload directory should
be entered in this field.

3 In the GIFTS Connections Upload Directory area, enter the directory in
the Upload Path field, or click Browse to search for the correct folder. You

Document Linking and Uploading
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should designate a shared directory that is accessible to both the GIFTS
and MyGIFTS servers.
4 Click OK.
Uploaded documents will now be saved in this folder, and the Document
Activities linking these files to GIFTS records will point to this directory
for access to them.

Setting File Size and File Type Limits
GIFTS administrators can limit the size of files linked and uploaded to
MyGIFTS. You also have the option to specify file types which MyGIFTS
users may or may not upload.
Note: If you use ReviewerCONNECT, the limits you set here also apply to
size and types of files reviewers may attach to their Reviews.

These limits are set up by editing the GIFTSConnections preference:
1 Log in to the GIFTS Administrator as a member of the Admin user group.
(Only users in the Admin group have access to the Preferences Editor.)
2 Choose Setup ➤ Preferences from the Administrator menu.
3 On the General tab, click the Preferences Editor button. You are prompted
to save the preferences.
4 Click Yes to save the preferences and continue.
5 Expand the list under System, and click the GIFTSConnections section.
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6 Click Edit. The user’s GIFTSConnections preferences are displayed.

7 On a new line within the list of preferences, enter FileSizeLimit= followed
by the number of kilobytes you want to set as the maximum file size.
8 To restrict the file types MyGIFTS (and ReviewerCONNECT) users can
upload, enter a new line:
❖

To set which file types may not be uploaded, enter
DisallowedFileTypes= followed by the file extensions you want
exclude. For example:
DisallowedFileTypes=exe,bat
Users will be able to upload files with any other file extension.

❖

Alternatively, you can enter a more restrictive setting by specifying
which file types only should be allowed. Enter AllowedFileTypes=
followed by the file extensions you want to allow. For example:
AllowedFileTypes=doc,docx,xls,xlsx,pdf
Users will not be able to upload files with any other file extension.

9 Click OK to save the preference.
10 From the Preferences Editor menu, choose File ➤ Close.
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Remote Connections and Documents Saved in the
GIFTS Connections Upload Directory
If a user accessing MyGIFTS through a remote connection has downloaded
a copy of a document saved in the GIFTS Connections upload directory and,
after editing it, uploads it with the same file name, the uploaded file name
will be amended to indicate the version number.
Example: A user accessing MyGIFTS through a remote connection downloads

the original document G:\GIFTS\GCSUploads\fy03rep.doc. The user then
saves the file to his or her hard drive as C:\Documents\fy03rep.doc. The user
edits the document, saves his or her changes, and uploads this file with the
same file name (i.e., fy03rep.doc), it will be saved in the GIFTS Connections
upload directory as G:\GIFTS\GCSUploads\fy03rep_ver_1.doc.
If you’re unsure of the difference between remote MyGIFTS connections
and local MyGIFTS connections, please see “Users Have Trouble Viewing
and Editing Documents” on page 145.
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Changing Page
Layouts
Although MyGIFTS is a ready-to-use system when first installed,
you’ll probably want to make some changes to customize the layout
for your users’ needs. As a member of the Admin group, you can
rearrange page layouts throughout the system. You can also
customize the colors and formatting of individual page parts or your
entire system.

In This Chapter
About Page Layout................................................................. 60
Changing Page Layouts.......................................................... 60
Editing Page Parts................................................................... 63
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About Page Layout
All MyGIFTS pages contain at least one default page part, and most contain
several more. These page parts reside in one of four areas on MyGIFTS
pages:
❖

The Top Span is the area just below the menu bar, extending across both
columns of the page.

❖

The Left Span is a column on the left side of the page below the Top Span.

❖

The Right Span is a column on the right side of the page below the Top
Span.

❖

The Bottom Span is the area below the Left and Right Spans, extending
across both columns.

As a member of the Admin user group, you can manipulate the layout of
pages throughout your MyGIFTS system to maximize their usefulness to
your users. The page parts on homepages, detail pages, and edit pages may
be moved, added, and deleted to create just the right environment for each
of your user groups or individual users.

q
Tip: When you are designing pages for your MyGIFTS system, you should

do so with an emphasis on efficiency and ease-of-use for your users. For
instance, try to place the most vital information in the top span, or in the top
positions of the left and right spans. You may also want to consider
unlocking your users so they can be responsible for designing their own
homepages. For details on unlocking users, please see “Allowing Users to
Modify Their Homepages” on page 74. Keep in mind that users cannot edit
detail pages, regardless of whether they are locked or unlocked.

Changing Page Layouts
You may easily change the layout of a MyGIFTS page by moving, adding,
and removing page parts to display the most important information in the
most logical order. This section describes how to rearrange page parts in
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order to achieve the look and information level that you desire for your
users.

Moving a Page Part
To move a page part:
1 Display the page you wish to modify.
2 Click the Layout link on the menu bar. The layout page opens:

3 Find the page part you wish to move, and click on the arrows within the
page part to move it.
If the page part is at the top of the left or right span, click the up arrow to
move it into the top span. If the part is at the bottom of the left or right
span, click the down arrow to move it into the bottom span.
4 Click the View Normal link on the menu bar to apply your changes.
Note: If you want to restore the system defaults for the page you are
editing, click the Reset Layout link in the lower menu bar of its layout
page.

Adding a Page Part
To add a page part:
1 Display the page you wish to modify.

Changing Page Layouts
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2 Do one of the following
❖

On homepages and detail pages, click the Add Part link on the lower
menu bar.

❖

On edit pages, click the Layout link to open the layout page. Click the
Add Part link on the lower menu bar of the layout page.

The Add a Page Part page opens:

3 Select the page part you wish to add from the pull-down menu. Indicate
where the page part should be placed, and create a title for the page part.
4 Click Submit to add the new page part.
Note: If you want to restore the system defaults for the page you are
editing, click the Reset Layout link in the lower menu bar of its layout
page.

q
Tip: A page part can be added to a page as many times as you want. For

example, you could add the Grants page part to a homepage several times,
using that page part’s date filter to show this month’s grants in one, this
quarter’s in the next, and so on. You can also customize the title of each
Grants page part to indicate the dates covered.
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Removing a Page Part
To remove a page part:
1 Display the page you wish to modify.
2 Click the Layout link on the lower menu bar. The layout page opens.
3 Locate the page part you wish to remove and click the close box (the “x”)
in its upper right corner.
4 Click the View Normal link on the lower menu bar to apply your changes.
Note: If you want to restore the system defaults for the page you are
editing, click the Reset Layout link in the lower menu bar of its layout
page.

q
Tip: If you remove a page part from a page, it is not removed from the

MyGIFTS page part library. You can always add this page part back to the
page if necessary, but any formatting changes will be lost.

Resetting a Page Layout
If, at any time, you want to reset the layout of a MyGIFTS page to the
system-defined default, simply click the Reset Layout link in the lower menu
bar of its layout page.

Editing Page Parts
Editing options for page parts allow you to change the appearance and—
more importantly—content of individual page parts. There are a number of
formatting and display options that are common to most page parts, but
individual page parts also contain unique options for controlling their
content. On homepages and detail pages, the properties for a page part can
be accessed by clicking the Edit button in the title bar of the page part.

Editing Page Parts
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Note: On edit pages, you may only access page part properties from the layout

page. Click the Layout link on the lower menu bar of the edit page. Then,
click the Edit button in the title bar of the page part you wish to work with.

Page Part Formatting Options
You have a number of options for customizing the appearance of the
individual page parts. For most page parts, you can change the title, the
formatting, the number of records it displays, and the amount of detail
shown for each record.
A typical properties page looks like this:

You can see that a typical properties page is divided into sections:
Page Part

Here you may specify the title for the page part, as well as any
annotation you wish to include. More information on annotation can be
found in “Annotating Page Parts” on page 88.
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Formatting Here you may specify color and font settings for the selected
page part. More information on formatting can be found in “Setting Up
MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44.
Field List

The two options listed here are common to most page parts. List
Length determines the maximum number of records to be displayed in the
page part. The number entered in Display Depth indicates how many lines
of information from each record will be displayed in the page part.

For example, you could edit the Address Book page part so that List Length
is 2—then only the first two Contact records (alphabetically) would be
displayed in the page part. You could set the Display Depth to 3, and for
each Contact you would see the Contact’s name, primary Organization, and
primary Address. Change the Display Depth to 4 and the Contact’s phone
number would appear as well.

Resetting Page Part Formatting
If you have made changes to the formatting options for a page part, a Reset
button will be available in the page part’s title bar on the layout page. Click
Reset to apply the default formatting established in your system settings.

Page Part Filters
Most page parts that display GIFTS data include filters that allow you to
limit the records displayed in the page part. MyGIFTS populates the page
parts with only those records that match all of the part’s filtering criteria.
You can also specify a saved search as the filter for a page part.
Note: If you choose a saved search as the filter, it overrides the other filters for

that page part. Private searches are only available when you are editing an
individual user’s homepage.
The list of filters is different for each page part, because the filters are specific
to the type of data displayed. For example, the properties page for the
Payments to be Paid page part includes filters for Schedule Date and
Payment Fund/Donor. These filters would not be appropriate for the
Grants page part, since they are not relevant to that data.

Editing Page Parts
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This is how the list of filters appears on the Payments to be Paid properties
page:
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Working with
MyGIFTS Homepages
Homepages are the starting point for all your users’ work in
MyGIFTS. Assigning and maintaining these homepages will be one
of the central tasks of the MyGIFTS administrator.
This chapter explains the homepage assignment hierarchy; how to
assign and modify homepages for the system, user groups, and
individual users; and how to allow users to redesign their
homepages.

In This Chapter
Homepage Levels................................................................... 68
About Changing Homepages................................................. 68
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Changing Group Homepages ................................................ 71
Changing User Homepages.................................................... 74
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Homepage Levels
A MyGIFTS homepage can be assigned on any of three levels: as the global
default homepage, to a user group, or to an individual user. Different
templates can be assigned to different groups and users, allowing you to
tailor the homepage layout and content to their needs.

How MyGIFTS Determines Which Homepage Is
Shown
When a user logs in to MyGIFTS, which homepage design will he or she
see—the global system default, the homepage assigned to the user’s group,
or his or her own user-level homepage? The homepage levels have an order
of precedence that determines this:
❖

MyGIFTS checks for a user-level homepage first. If the user has been assigned
a user-level homepage, it will be displayed when he or she logs in to
MyGIFTS. This is true even if the user’s group has a different homepage
assigned.

❖

The same group-level homepage is seen by all group members without user-level
homepages. If the user has not been assigned an individual, user-level
homepage, he or she will see the homepage assigned to his or her user
group.

❖

The global system default homepage has the lowest precedence. If both the user
and the user’s group have no homepage assigned, the user will see the
global system default homepage.

About Changing Homepages
As the needs of your MyGIFTS users and user groups change over time, you
may need to change the content and layout of homepages. There are two
ways a MyGIFTS administrator can change a homepage: by modifying a
current homepage, or by assigning an entirely new homepage.
Modifying

MyGIFTS administrators can modify the layout of any
currently active homepage themselves. (An “active” homepage in this case
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means one that is assigned to at least one MyGIFTS user.) They may add or
remove page parts, or edit the filters of page parts in order to tailor the data.
A homepage assigned at any level—including the system default—can be
modified by the MyGIFTS administrator, as long as it is assigned to at least
one MyGIFTS user.
Note: Users with user-level homepages can modify their own homepages if
they are “unlocked.” For more information, please see “Allowing Users to
Modify Their Homepages” on page 74.
Assigning MyGIFTS administrators can also assign new homepages to
users or groups, or as the global system default. Any “active” homepage (as
described above), as well as the MicroEdge-defined homepage templates,
can be assigned at any given level. When a new homepage is assigned, the
previous homepage is deleted. Users will see the new homepage the next
time they log in.

Modifying and assigning homepages is a little different for each level of the
homepage hierarchy. The following sections describe homepage
maintenance for system default, group, and user levels.

Changing the Global Default Homepage
The global application default homepage serves as the starting homepage
when new groups are added to the system, or when a group has not been
assigned a homepage of its own.
Note: After installation, MyGIFTS will already have the MicroEdge-defined
“Program Officer” template designated as the global application default
homepage. For details about the layout and content of this template, please
see “Program Officer Homepage” on page 148.

As noted above, homepages can be changed either by modifying them, or
by simply assigning a new one.

Changing the Global Default Homepage
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Modifying the Global Default Homepage
In order to modify the global application default homepage, it must be
assigned to at least one MyGIFTS user. To modify the global default
homepage:
1 Click the Admin link on the menu bar to open the Admin Available Actions
page.
2 Click the Manage Users link. The User Status table opens.
3 Find a user who meets the following criteria:
❖

The Homepage column entry for the user reads “System.”

❖

The System Status column indicates that he or she is logged out.

Below “System” in the Homepage column of the user’s row, click the
Modify System Homepage link. The user’s homepage appears, as seen by
the user him- or herself:
When you are finished
making changes, be sure
to end your session by
clicking this link.
This page part appears
across the top span of a
homepage when a
MyGIFTS administrator
views it. This tells you
which users’ homepages
will be affected by your
changes.

Note: In this example, the user who has met the criteria outlined above is
Kelly Goldberg. You are viewing the homepage as she sees it, which
includes her name in the header. Since Kelly Goldberg has no user-level
homepage, and her group has no group-level homepage, it is the system
default homepage you can now modify.

4 You may now make changes to the homepage design (see “About Page
Layout” on page 60) or content filters (see “Page Part Filters” on page 65).
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When you are finished, remember to click the Log off [User Name] link in
the MyGIFTS menu bar. This ends your editing of the system default
homepage and returns you to the User Status table.

Assigning a New Global Default Homepage
To assign a homepage as your global application default:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Set Default Homepage link. The Set Application Homepage page
opens:

You can choose a
homepage from any of
these three lists.

3 Three drop-down menus are available, containing MicroEdge-defined
homepage templates, user-level homepages, and group-level homepages,
respectively. From the appropriate menu, select the homepage template
you wish to set as the system default.
4 Click the Make MyGIFTS Default button.
Users accessing the system default homepage will see the new homepage
the next time they log in or (if logged in already) when they next refresh the
homepage screen.

Changing Group Homepages
Changing a group homepage allows you to specify the layout and content of
the homepage that a group’s users will see. You can push the data you want
to different groups based on their needs and responsibilities.

Changing Group Homepages
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Modifying a Group’s Homepage
In order to modify a group’s homepage, the group homepage must be
assigned to at least one MyGIFTS user. If every member of a user group has
been assigned an individual user-level homepage, you will need to reset one
user to the group homepage in order to access it. For details, please see
“Resetting a User’s Homepage” on page 78.
To modify a group-level homepage:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Manage Users link. The User Status table opens.
3 Find a user who meets the following criteria:
❖

He or she is a member of the group whose homepage you want to
modify, as indicated in the Group column.

❖

The Homepage column entry for the user reads “Group.”

❖

The System Status column indicates that he or she is logged out.

Below “Group” in the Homepage column of the user’s row, click the
Modify Group Homepage link. The user’s homepage appears, as seen by
the user him- or herself:
When you are finished
making changes, be sure
to end your session by
clicking this link.
This page part appears
across the top span of a
homepage when a
MyGIFTS administrator
views it. This tells you
which users’ homepages
will be affected by your
changes.

Note: In this example, the user who has met the criteria outlined above is
Sarah Sullivan. You are viewing the homepage as she sees it, which
includes her name in the header. Since Sarah Sullivan has no user-level
homepage, but accesses her user group’s homepage, it is the group-level
homepage you can now modify.
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4 You may now make changes to the homepage design (see “About Page
Layout” on page 60) or content filters (see “Page Part Filters” on page 65).
When you are finished, remember to click the Log off [User Name] link in
the MyGIFTS menu bar. This ends your editing of the group homepage and
returns you to the User Status table.

Assigning a New Homepage to a Group
Once you assign a homepage to a group, each member of that user group
will work with the same MyGIFTS homepage—seeing the same page parts,
data, and layout. (The exception would be users in the group with user-level
homepages.)
To assign a homepage to a user group:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Assign homepage to Group link. The Assign Homepages –
Group window opens:

You can choose a
homepage from any of
these three lists.

Three drop-down menus appear under “Assign from.” Using the
appropriate list, select one of the following homepages for assignment:
❖

A MicroEdge-defined homepage template.

❖

A MyGIFTS user’s current homepage design. (From the list, select
the name of the user whose homepage you wish to assign.)

❖

A homepage currently used by a user group. (From the list, select the
name of the user group whose current homepage you wish to
assign.)

Changing Group Homepages
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3 Under “Assign to,” select the user group to whom you are assigning this
homepage.
4 Click Assign. The Assign Homepages – Group page refreshes, allowing
you to assign another homepage to another group.
Note: As noted above, user group members who have been assigned a user-

level homepage will not see the group homepage. A group-level user may be
given a user-level homepage by “unlocking” the user. The user-level
homepage created is initially an exact copy of the group’s homepage, but any
changes made in the new user-level homepage will not apply to the group
homepage.

Changing User Homepages
Like group homepages and the system default, user homepages can be
changed either by modifying them, or by simply assigning a user a new one.
You can also let your users modify their own homepages.

q
Tip: As noted in the “MyGIFTS Quick Setup Guide” on page 23, MicroEdge

suggests assigning appropriate homepages to your user groups first, then
considering if any users require unique user-level homepages. This way you
can make changes for the whole group at once, then unlock any users to
whom you want to grant user-level homepages.

Allowing Users to Modify Their Homepages
You can allow specified users to build and modify their own MyGIFTS
homepages. Users who have been granted this permission are called
“unlocked” users. By default, all MyGIFTS users are initially “locked.”
Important: When you unlock a user, MyGIFTS automatically assigns the

user’s current homepage as a user-level homepage. For example, a user has
been accessing his or her group’s homepage. You then unlock that user. The
user is now assigned a user-level homepage with (initially) the same layout
and content as the group homepage.
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Unlocked users can change the content and layout of the GIFTS data they
view. They may:
❖

Add and remove page parts.

❖

Move page parts and modify homepage layout.

❖

Minimize and restore page parts.

❖

Modify the data filters that determine the data shown in a page part, e.g.,
the approval date range of a Grants page part.

❖

Edit the properties of page parts, such as the title, the display depth, and
the page part annotation.

Note: Certain basic homepage modifications can be made by all users, locked
or unlocked. These include font formatting and the colors used for
backgrounds, page parts, and highlighting. Click Settings on your homepage
menu to access these options.

To allow a user to modify his or her homepage, you must unlock the user:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Manage Users link. The User Status table is displayed.
3 In the user’s Locked Status column, click the word Locked. The column
entry changes to Unlocked, and the background color of the table cell
changes color. Also, the Homepage column now reads “User,” indicating
the level of homepage being accessed.
The user is now “unlocked,” and may make changes to his or her
homepage’s layout and content. Because the page is assigned to him or her
on the user level, the changes made will not affect the group or system
default homepages.
To lock an unlocked user, go back to the User Status table and click
Unlocked in the Locked Status column. The table cell changes back to its
original color, and the column entry now reads “Locked.”

Changing User Homepages
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Modifying a User’s Homepage
In order to modify the homepage of a single user, you must first make sure
the user has been assigned his or her own user-level homepage.
Note: If you want to modify a user’s homepage, the user must be logged out
of MyGIFTS. The Modify User Homepage link will not appear in the User
Status table for users currently logged in.

To modify a user’s homepage:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Manage Users link. The User Status table opens.
3 Check the System Status column to confirm that the user is logged out,
and the Homepage column to ensure that the entry reads “User.” If so,
you will also see a Modify User Homepage link in the Homepage column.
Note: If the Homepage column indicates that the user currently accesses a

group homepage or the system default homepage, you can automatically
grant the user a user-level homepage by unlocking him or her. Click the
Locked link in the Locked Status column to unlock the user.
4 Click the Modify User Homepage link in the Homepage column. The
user’s homepage is displayed.
When you are finished
making changes, be sure
to end your session by
clicking this link.
This page part appears
across the top span of a
homepage when a
MyGIFTS administrator
views it. This tells you
which users’ homepages
will be affected by your
changes.

You may now make changes to the homepage design (see “About Page
Layout” on page 60) or content filters (see “Page Part Filters” on page 65).
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When you are finished, remember to click the Log off [User Name] link in
the MyGIFTS menu bar. This ends your editing of the user’s homepage and
returns you to the User Status table.

Assigning a Homepage to a User
In the Admin Available Actions page, click the Manage Users link to open
the User Status table. Check that the user meets the following three criteria:
❖

The Homepage column indicates that the user already has a user-level
homepage.

❖

The Locked Status column indicates that the user is locked. If he or she is
not, click Unlocked to lock the user—you cannot assign a homepage to an
unlocked user.

❖

The System Status column shows that the user is logged out.

Once you have confirmation, you can assign a new homepage to the user:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Assign Homepage to User link. The Assign Homepages – User
window opens:

You can choose a
homepage from any of
these three lists.

Three drop-down menus appear under “Assign from.” Using the
appropriate list, select one of the following homepages for assignment:
❖

A MicroEdge-defined homepage template.

❖

A MyGIFTS user’s current homepage design. (From the list, select
the name of the user whose homepage you wish to assign.)

Changing User Homepages
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❖

A homepage currently used by a user group. (From the list, select the
name of the user group whose current homepage you wish to
assign.)

3 Under “Assign to,” select the user to whom you are assigning this
homepage. If the user is not listed, his or her account does not meet the
criteria described at the beginning of this section.
4 Click Assign. The Assign Homepages – User page refreshes, allowing you
to assign another homepage to another user.
When the user next logs in to MyGIFTS, he or she will see the homepage
you assigned, rather than the homepage they used previously.

Resetting a User’s Homepage
You can reset an individual’s homepage to the homepage assigned to his or
her group. The next time the user logs in, he or she will see the group
homepage, and the previously assigned or modified user-level homepage
will be gone.

!

Caution: Once you reset an individual’s homepage to his or her group’s

homepage, the user-level homepage will be completely deleted from the
system. If you assign the user a user-level homepage in the future, the
homepage will need to be recreated.
To reset a user to his or her group’s homepage:
1 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
2 Click the Manage Users link. The User Status table opens.
3 Before you can reset a user to the group homepage, you must check the
System Status and Locked Status columns to make sure the user is both
logged out and locked, respectively.
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4 In the Homepage column, click the Reset to Group/System link. (The
wording of the link indicates the level of homepage to which the user will
be reset.)
The User Status table refreshes, and the Homepage column for that user
should now read Group (or System), indicating which homepage the user is
now accessing.
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Summary and Budget
Information
This chapter describes how to grant users access to page parts that
can display summary data from saved searches and—for users of the
optional Budget Module—Budget information for a Budget Year,
category, or reserve fund.
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Displaying Summary Data on User Pages
You can use the Summary page part to display a summary of data from a
saved Request search or Payments search. The information displayed is
similar to the summaries that are available in the GIFTS Organizer.

Adding the Summary Page Part
The Summary page part can be added to any user, group, or global default
homepage, as described in “Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on
page 67.
Note: Unlocked users can add, remove, and edit this page part themselves.

Editing the Summary Page Part
This section describes how to edit the Summary page part once it has been
added to a homepage.To select the search that is used to generate the
summary:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Edit link in the top right corner of the Summary page part.
3 Locate the Filter - Saved Search section at the bottom of the properties
page:

4 From the list, select which saved search should be summarized in the page
part. The search will be used as a filter to select the data that is summarized.
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You can select public searches, as well as the private searches of the user
whose homepage you are modifying.
5 Update the Title and Annotation of the page part, as needed, to describe
the data that will be displayed.
6 Click Update to save the preferences and return to the homepage you are
modifying.

Displaying Budget Data on User Pages
Users of the optional Budget Module can use the Budget Summary page
part to display Budget information in MyGIFTS. Within the parameters that
you specify, users can navigate to view information for a given Budget Year,
Budget Category, or Reserve Fund.

Adding the Budget Summary Page Part
The Budget Summary page part can be added to any user, group, or global
default homepage, as described in “Working with MyGIFTS Homepages”
on page 67.
Note: Unlocked users can add, remove, and edit this page part themselves.

Displaying Budget Data on User Pages
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Editing the Budget Summary Page Part
This section describes how to edit the Budget Summary page part once it
has been added to a homepage:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Edit link in the top right corner of the Budget Summary page part.
3 Locate the Budget Summary Options section of the properties page:

4 Select the Budget Year that will be displayed.
5 Select the top level of the Budget that will be displayed, or select <None>
if you would like a summary of the entire Budget for the year to be
displayed. MyGIFTS users can view Budget information for the level you
choose, as well as any level below it.
6 Use the checkboxes to specify whether the Original Budget, Current
Budget, Committed amounts, Granted amounts, Balance, Paid amounts,
and Totals are displayed.
7 Use the List Length option to specify the number of rows displayed. As
needed, update the Title and Annotation of the page part to describe the
data that will be displayed. For more information about the standard
formatting options for page parts, see “Page Part Formatting Options” on
page 64.
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8 Click Update to save the preferences and return to the homepage you are
modifying.
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Information to Users
Apart from the GIFTS data displayed on homepages and detail pages,
you can configure MyGIFTS to provide your users with a wide range
of additional information. From creating instructional text for pages
and page parts to piping in live content from GuideStar and other
helpful Web sites, you can give your users the tools they need to
work effectively. You can also facilitate cooperation among
MyGIFTS users with general or proposal-specific discussion boards.
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Annotating Page Parts
You can add notes to most page parts in a MyGIFTS homepage. You can use
this annotation to inform your users of important additional information.
This can serve as a sort of on-line help system customized for your
organization.
After you have annotated a page part, a question mark icon will appear in
the page part title bar:
Click here to display the
annotation that has been added
to the Recent Grants page part.

If you click this icon, the page will refresh, and the same page part now
appears with the notes displayed:
Click the icon again to hide the
annotation.

Note: Users can set their MyGIFTS pages to always show annotations. If this
option is on, the question mark icon does not appear. Instead, the shaded area
containing the text always appears. For more information on user settings,
please see the MyGIFTS User’s Guide.

Adding Annotation to a Page Part
Unlocked users are allowed to add, edit, and delete their own page part
annotations. As a MyGIFTS administrator, however, you can add
annotations to a group’s or a locked user’s page parts (as well as to page
parts on the global system default homepage).
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Note: If you want to add annotations to page parts seen by a group or another

user, you must “log in” as the appropriate user. This is explained fully in
“Modifying a Group’s Homepage” on page 72 and “Modifying a User’s
Homepage” on page 76.
To add annotation to a page part:
1 Open the MyGIFTS page containing the page part you wish to edit, then
scroll to the page part.
2 In the page part title bar, click Edit. The page part properties page opens.

Note: The list of properties varies from page part to page part. Some page
parts will not allow you to add annotation (such as the Find page part). If
annotation is allowed, however, the field will appear near the top of the
properties page, as shown in the example above.

3 Place your cursor in the Annotation field and enter the text you wish to
display.
4 Click Update. You are returned to the page with which you were working.

q
Tip: To remove annotation altogether, simply delete all text from the

Annotation field, then click Update.

Using HTML in Page Part Annotations
If you are familiar with Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), you can add
it to page part annotation fields. This allows you to add things like
paragraph breaks and links to other Web sites.

Annotating Page Parts
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Important: Before MyGIFTS can recognize HTML tags, you must indicate in

your MyGIFTS system settings that you intend to use them. For details,
please see “Modifying MyGIFTS Application Settings” on page 42.
For example, if you wanted to add a link to the MicroEdge Web site to a
page part annotation, you could enter the following text in the Annotation
field:
Need more information? Go to the <a href="http://
www.microedge.com">MicroEdge Web site</a>.

Plain text and HTML can be mixed freely—you don’t need to begin your
HTML tags with <HTML> and end them </HTML>. The example shown
above appears in the page part as follows:

The Title Page Part
The Title page part is included on detail pages as a means of quickly
identifying the type of detailed information being displayed. By default, each
detail page layout includes a Title page part in the top position of the page,
where it will be viewed immediately when the page loads.
This page part, like any other, may be edited, moved to another position, or
removed from the page altogether. The standard content of each Title page
part is tailored to the contents of each detail page, much like the links to
individual records throughout the system. For example, on the Contact
detail page, the Title page part will display the name of the Contact being
displayed.
In addition to the default information, you can use merge fields to get
additional data from the record displayed, which are then used in the title.
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Editing the Title Page Part
To change the formatting and content of the Title page part:
1 Click Edit in the page part’s title bar. Its properties page opens:

2 Enter an appropriate title and any annotation you want to add to the title.
(For information on page part annotation, please see “Annotating Page
Parts” on page 88.)
Following the standard page part formatting options (described in “Setting
Up MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44), you will find the Page Part
Content options:

3 Configure the following options:
Field

Description

Value

The actual text that will display in the page part. There is no
limit to the length of this text, and it may include merged
data from the record being displayed.
For information on using merge fields in MyGIFTS, please
see “Using Merge Fields in MyGIFTS” on page 103.

Show Icon

Select this check this box to display record type icon.

Show Border

Select this check box to display a standard border around
this page part.

4 Click Update to return to the previous page, where the Note page part
now reflects the new content.

The Title Page Part
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The Note Page Part
The Note page part is a customizable text field that allows you to provide
MyGIFTS users with information and/or instructional text on homepages
and detail pages. Since there is no limit to the number of Note page parts
you can add, and no restrictions on their placement, you can write targeted
text for many different uses.

q
Tip: The Note page part supports HTML, however the option to “Allow

HTML in Annotation and Notes” must be turned on in the system
preferences. For details on setting system preferences, please see “Setting Up
MyGIFTS Application Settings” on page 46.
The first step is to add the Note page part to the desired home- and detail
pages. It is added like other MyGIFTS page parts, as described in “Changing
Page Layouts” on page 60.
When you initially add the Note page part, it will appear as follows:

To add or edit notes:
1 Click the “click here” link, or click Edit in the top right corner of the Note
part. The Note properties page opens:

2 Enter an appropriate title and any annotation you want to add to the
image. (For information on page part annotation, please see “Annotating
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Page Parts” on page 88.) Annotation in this case does not refer to the notes
you want to show in the body of the page part.
Following the standard page part formatting options (described in “Setting
Up MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44), you will find the Note options:

3 In the Note field, enter the text you want to display in the body of the page
part.
4 Use the following options to determine how the Note text is displayed:
Option

Description

Alignment

Select Left, Right, or Center to determine how the text is
displayed.

Horizontal Margin

Horizontal margin is the distance the text maintains from
the left and right boundaries of the page part.
The distance can be entered as the number of pixels to
include in the margin (e.g., 25).
You can enter a number following by a percentage sign (e.g.,

50%) instead. If you enter a percentage, it is the percentage
of the width of the page part that is reserved for the margin.
(If you resize your browser window, the page part size may
change as well. The margin adjusts, maintaining the
percentage specified.)

The Note Page Part
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Option

Description

Vertical Margin

Vertical margin is the distance the text maintains from the
top and bottom boundaries of the page part.
You can enter the number of pixels or a percentage here as
well.

5 Click Update. You are returned to the layout page.
The Note page part will now be populated with the appropriate text.

The Link List Page Part
The Link List page part allows you to provide your users with links to
helpful Web sites. Link Lists (featuring different Web sites as appropriate)
can be added to either homepages or detail pages.
The first step is to add the Link List page part to home- or detail pages. It is
added like other MyGIFTS page parts, as described in “Changing Page
Layouts” on page 60.
Once the Link List is added, you can enter details about the Web sites you
want to list. To add links to a Link List page part:
1 Access the layout page where the Link List was added.
2 Click Edit in the Link List page part’s title bar. Its properties page opens:
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3 Enter an appropriate title and any annotation you want to add to the title.
(For information on page part annotation, please see “Annotating Page
Parts” on page 88.)
Following the standard page part formatting options (described in “Setting
Up MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44), you will find the Link Display
options:
Step 4 below describes the
Link Display options.

See step 5 for information
on the Link fields.

4 Configure the following options:
Field

Description

Link Font

The font for the link text.

Link Font Size

The size of the link text.

Link Underline

Select the time when you want the text of the links to be
underlined: Always, Never, or Hover (meaning, only
when the mouse pointer is hovering over the link).

5 Following the Link Display options are the Link options. For each link
listed in the page part, there is a separate Link section at the bottom of the

The Link List Page Part
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properties page. When you first add a Link List page part, there will be
one blank Link section you can use to configure your first link.
Configure the following options in each Link section:
Field

Description

Remove

Select this check box to remove the link from the page part.
When you click Update or Save and New, the link will be
removed from the list.

Order

Indicates the order in which the link should be displayed in
the page part. Changing this option will also reorder the
Link sections the next time the properties page is accessed.

URL

The URL of the Web site the link goes to (e.g.,
http://www.microedge.com).

Label

The actual link text that displays in the page part.

Rollover Text

The text that pops up on-screen when the user rolls the
pointer over the link.

Description

Descriptive text that displays below the link in the page
part.

Target

Indicates where the linked Web page will open—in a new
window, in the current window, or in another window. If
Other is selected, you must enter the name of a window.
If you want to open the Web page in a Web Clipping page
part in the same window, enter the HTML Name of the Web
Clipping page part in the Other field.

6 To add another link at the same time, click Save and Add New. The
properties page refreshes with a blank Link section added to the bottom.
If you are done adding or removing links, click Update. You are returned
to the layout page.

The Custom Image Page Part
The Custom Image page part allows you to display a GIF, JPG, or BMP
image file on MyGIFTS homepages. Like other MyGIFTS page parts, the
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Custom Image page part is added on the layout page for the page you are
modifying.
When you initially add the Custom Image page part, it will appear blank on
the layout page. You will need to provide the specific file name for the
image you want to display in this page part.
To specify the image:
1 Click Edit in the top right corner of the Custom Image part. The Custom
Image properties page opens:

2 Enter an appropriate title and any annotation you want to add to the
image. (For information on page part annotation, please see page 88.)
Following the standard page part formatting options, you will find the
Change Image option:

3 Click Click Here. A second Custom Image edit page opens:

4 Click Browse next to the Filename field to find the image file you want to
add, or type the path and file name in the field, then click Upload.

The Custom Image Page Part
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The Web Clipping Page Part
To display information from Web sites within MyGIFTS, you can add the
Web Clipping page part to MyGIFTS homepages and detail pages. This page
part can also be used to display documents linked to GIFTS records.
The Web Clipping page part works fairly simply: You (or an unlocked user)
can specify a URL in the page part properties, and the Web page found at
that URL is displayed in the Web Clipping page part. Web Clipping has
other features, however, that allow it to serve as a flexible tool for research
and information.
You can use the Web Clipping page part to:
❖

add general Web pages to homepages and detail pages.

❖

display documents linked to GIFTS records.

❖

add Web pages specific to GIFTS records to your MyGIFTS detail pages.

Note: “Tips and Troubleshooting for MyGIFTS” on page 137 contains
additional information about using the Web Clipping page part, and about
troubleshooting potential issues.

Adding Web Pages to MyGIFTS Pages
When the Web Clipping page part is added to a homepage, you (or the
unlocked user) enter a specific URL. The page content found at the URL (if
any) is then displayed in the page part.
For example, an unlocked MyGIFTS user could add a Web Clipping page
part to his or her homepage that displays the GIFTS User Area of the
MicroEdge Support site.
To add the Web Clipping page part to a homepage:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Add Part link on the menu bar of the detail page.
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3 Select the Web Clipping page part, the position you want it to occupy, and
the title.
4 Click Submit to add the new page part. You are returned to the page you
are modifying, which now includes the Web Clipping page part:

5 Click Edit in the Web Clipping page part’s title bar. Its properties page
opens:

6 Enter an appropriate title and any annotation you want to add to the title.
(For information on page part annotation, please see “Annotating Page
Parts” on page 88.)
Following the standard page part formatting options (described on
“Setting Up MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44), you will find the Page
Part Content options:

The Web Clipping Page Part
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7 Configure the following options:
Option

Description

HTML Name

The name you enter here can be used as the Target in a
Link List page part. Then, if a user clicks the link in the
Link List, the linked site opens in this Web Clipping
page part.

URL

The URL of the Web page you want to display in the
page part (e.g., http://www.microedge.com).

Show Scroll Bars

Select this check box if you want scroll bars to allow
vertical and horizontal adjustment of the Web page. If
the Web page is too large to fit completely within the
page part, scroll bars allow users to see the rest of the
page.

Height (pxls)

The desired height of the Web Clipping page part, in
pixels.

Horiz. Margin (pxls)

Horizontal margin is the distance the text maintains
from the left and right boundaries of the page part.
The distance is entered as the number of pixels to
include in the margin (e.g., 25).

Vert. Margin (pxls)

Vertical margin is the distance the text maintains from
the top and bottom boundaries of the page part, also in
pixels.

8 Click Update. You are returned to the layout page.

Adding Web Research Data to Detail Pages
MyGIFTS administrators can add the Web Clipping page part to system
detail pages.
When configuring this page part, the URL you enter may incorporate any of
the many merge fields available for the GIFTS record shown on the detail
page. These merge fields can be used to display Web pages with data specific
to the record shown.
Example: Suppose you use the (fictional) Charity North America Web site to

research charitable organizations. This particular Web site will link to its
information on an organization if you can provide the Tax ID as part of the
URL.
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When adding the Web Clipping page part to a Request page, you can use
the Grantee Organization Tax ID merge field to provide a URL that will
change depending on the Organization that submitted a Request:

This merge field will
import the Grantee
Organization’s Tax ID. If
it (and the URL) are
correct, the Web page
will appear in the Web
Clipping page part.

For more information on using merge fields, please see “Using Merge Fields
in MyGIFTS” on page 103.

The RSS Reader Page Part
The RSS Reader page part displays information from an RSS feed, such as
news headlines provided by a media organization. To display an RSS feed on
a MyGIFTS homepage, you (or an unlocked user) can specify its URL in the
RSS Reader page part properties; the feed from that URL is displayed in the
page part. Note that RSS feeds cannot be added to MyGIFTS detail pages.
Example: An unlocked MyGIFTS user can add an RSS Reader page part to his
or her homepage that displays a feed of philanthropy-related news from the
New York Times:

The RSS Reader Page Part
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To add the RSS Reader page part to a MyGIFTS homepage:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Add Part link on the menu bar of the homepage.
3 Select the RSS Reader page part, specify the position you want the page
part to occupy, and enter a title appropriate for the content you wish to
display.
4 Click Submit to add the new page part. You are returned to the page you
are modifying. The RSS Reader page part you just added is displayed with
the following message:

5 Click Edit in the RSS Reader page part’s title bar. Its properties page opens.
6 If necessary, edit the page part’s title and add any annotation you want for
the title. (For information on page part annotation, please see “Annotating
Page Parts” on page 88.)
7 Select the Formatting options for the page part, as desired. For information
about the standard formatting options for page parts, please refer to
“Setting Up MyGIFTS Formatting” on page 44.
8 Enter the URL of the RSS feed and set the other properties in the Page
Part Data section:
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Option

Description

URL

The URL of the RSS feed page you want to display in the
page part. These URLs are provided by the organization
that generates the feed.

Show Scroll Bars

Select this option to allow vertical and horizontal
adjustment of the feed displayed within the page part.
If the feed is too large to fit completely within the page
part, scroll bars allow users to see the rest of it.

Height (pxls)

The desired height of the RSS Reader page part, in
pixels.

Horiz. Margin (pxls)

The distance the text maintains from the left and right
boundaries of the page part, in pixels.

Vert. Margin (pxls)

The distance the text maintains from the top and
bottom boundaries of the page part, in pixels.

9 Click Update. You are returned to the layout page.

Using Merge Fields in MyGIFTS
Merge fields can be used in MyGIFTS to merge data from the record
currently displayed, or from certain records affiliated with it. They can be
used in Title page parts to add data to any detail page. They can also be used
in Web Clipping page part URLs to find specific Web pages online (as
shown in “The Web Clipping Page Part” on page 98).

Which Merge Fields Are Available?
All the same merge fields found in the correspondence Template Library are
also available for Title and Web Clipping page parts on MyGIFTS pages,
depending on record type. For example, any field available in the Template
Library for the pending Request letter event is also available in MyGIFTS.
Available fields include not only fields from the record you are viewing
(such as a Request or Contact on each respective detail page) but also certain
related records. (For example, the Request detail page can include merge

Using Merge Fields in MyGIFTS
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fields pulling data from the current Request’s grantee Organization or
Primary Contact.)

Inserting Merge Fields Correctly
If you are inserting a merge field in the Title page part or within a URL for a
Web Clipping, you must type it correctly. If it is formatted incorrectly, the
merge will not occur.
❖

Merge fields should be enclosed within curly brackets (i.e., {}), with no
space between the bracket and the adjacent letter.

❖

Merge fields are comprised of two parts: the category and the field you are
merging.
The category is the record type in which the field is found. Categories
available for Requests, for example, include Request, Grantee
Organization, Primary Contact, et al.
The field is a field within the record type specified by the category.
Category and field are separated by a period.

Example: You want to include the name of the grantee Organization in the

Title page part of the Request detail page. The merge field should be typed
as follows:
{Grantee Organization.Legal Name}
Incorrect:
{Grantee_Organization.Legal_Name}
{ Grantee Organization . Legal Name }
{Organization.Legal Name}
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The Page Part Content field of the Title page part properties after adding the
merge field:

The title page part on the Request detail page, merging data from the record
on display:

q
Tip: Unsure which data are available for merging, or of a category or field

name? Go to the GIFTS Organizer folder for the record type in question and
select View ➤ Show Columns. All categories and fields listed there can be
used as MyGIFTS merge fields. For example, if you were adding a Note
page part to the Payment Detail Page and wanted to merge the Evaluation

Using Merge Fields in MyGIFTS
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saved in the Payment’s Request record, check Show Columns in the
Payment folder in the GIFTS Organizer:

By choosing Request in the “Select available columns from” menu, you can
find that the evaluation field is called Evaluation Text. Having the precise
name of the field allows you to enter the merge field correctly:
{Request.Evaluation Text}

Viewing GuideStar Data
If your GIFTS system is linked to GuideStar, GuideStar data can be accessed
directly from MyGIFTS. Users can open an Organization’s GuideStar Web
page from the MyGIFTS detail page for its Organization record.
Important: The GuideStar Web site uses an Organization’s Tax ID in the URL

for that organization’s GuideStar page. If the Tax ID is missing or incorrect,
no GuideStar data can be correctly accessed.
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MyGIFTS also includes two GuideStar page parts that can be added to the
Organization detail page. Both page parts include certain key GuideStar
data. If the Organization’s GuideStar information is found (based on the Tax
ID), it will display automatically when users access the Organization detail
page.
Note: MyGIFTS users must have access to the Internet to use these features.

GIFTS is linked to GuideStar based on research settings found in General
Preferences in the GIFTS Administrator Module. For information on these
settings, please see Chapter 3, “Setting the System Preferences,” of the
GIFTS Administrator’s Guide.

Opening an Organization’s GuideStar Web Page
If your GIFTS system is set up to use GuideStar, the link automatically
appears on the Organization’s detail page:
MyGIFTS users can click this
icon to open the GuideStar
Web page for the
Organization. If the Tax ID is
not found by GuideStar, the
GuideStar search page
opens instead.
The GuideStar pages open
in another browser
window, allowing users to
continue to work in
MyGIFTS.

When the user clicks the link, a separate Web browser window opens,
displaying the GuideStar page. MyGIFTS supplies an appropriate URL using
the Organization’s Tax ID, and the organization’s GuideStar page should
open.
If the Tax ID is not found, either in GIFTS or by GuideStar, the new
browser window displays GuideStar’s Search page.

Adding GuideStar Page Parts
Two GuideStar page parts showing different GuideStar data for each
Organization can be added to the Organization detail page:

Viewing GuideStar Data
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❖

GuideStar - Charity Check

❖

GuideStar - Plus Access

Note: When you or another MyGIFTS administrator modify an Organization
detail page, remember that your changes affect the detail page for every
Organization viewed by any user.

These two pages were created by GuideStar specifically for use in MyGIFTS,
and will only display data for clients who have a subscription account with
GuideStar.
If the Tax ID for an organization is not found, either in GIFTS or by
GuideStar, the GuideStar Content page part will display GuideStar’s Search
page.

Adding Discussion Boards
Discussion boards allow MyGIFTS users to start discussion topics, submit
responses to others’ ideas, and respond to questions from fellow staff
members and (with ReviewerCONNECT) internal and external reviewers.
Discussions are listed in the Discussion Board page part. You can place this
page part on the MyGIFTS homepage for general discussions. You can also
add the page part to Request detail pages, allowing users to start and
contribute to proposal-specific discussions.
Important: Proposal-specific discussions created on the Request detail page are

also listed in the homepage Discussion Board page part.
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Adding the Discussion Board Page Part
The Discussion Board page part lists discussions, with the most recently
updated discussion first:
On homepages, both general and
proposal-specific discussions are
listed.
If a discussion was start for a
specific Request, the Request ID is
shown; it serves a link to the
Request itself.

To add a Discussion Board page part to a homepage or Request detail page:
1 Access the homepage or Request detail page you want to modify.
Note: There are three Request detail pages—one for each Request

Disposition. Be sure to add the Discussion Board page part to all three if
you want discussions to be available both while the Request is pending
and after a decision is made.
2 Click the Add Part link on the menu bar of the home or detail page.
3 Select the Discussion Board page part, the position you want it to occupy,
and the title.
4 Click Submit. You are returned to the home or detail page, with the
Discussion Board page part now added.

Adding Discussion Boards
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Starting a Discussion
To start a new discussion:
1 Click the Start Topic button in the Discussion Board page part. The
Discussion Board page part opens:

2 Enter a title for the discussion in the Subject field (required) and type your
comments in the Message field.
3 Select options for your new topic:
Anonymous

Select this check box to post this new topic and message
anonymously.
NOTE: This option is not available if you choose not to allow
anonymous posts at the system level, as described in
“Setting Up MyGIFTS Application Settings” on page 46.
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Share with Internal/
External Reviewers

8

If you have ReviewerCONNECT, internal and external
reviewers can participate (and start) discussions too.
Select the check box(es) if you want these reviewers to be
able to see and participate in this particular discussion. If
you create this discussion on a Request detail page, only
reviewers assigned to review the proposal see the discussion.
NOTE: In most cases, all MyGIFTS users can see discussions
created in MyGIFTS. If you have Branch Security, however,
discussions started on Request detail pages will be shown
only to users with access to the Request’s Branch.

4 Click Update to save the new discussion. You are returned to either the
homepage or Request detail page where you started the topic; the new
discussion is now listed first, with the Subject serving as a link to it.

Viewing and Participating in a Discussion
Clicking a link in a Discussion Board will take you to that particular
discussion.

To contribute to the discussion:
1 Enter your comments in the text field.

Adding Discussion Boards
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2 Select the Anonymous check box to answer anonymously.
This option is not available if you choose not to allow anonymous posts
at the system level, as described in “Setting Up MyGIFTS Application
Settings” on page 46.
It may also be unavailable for specific discussions; as noted in “Starting a
Discussion” on page 110, a discussion can be set not to allow anonymous
posts.
3 Click Reply to post your message.

Deleting a Discussion
Only members of the Admin group may delete discussions. To delete a
discussion from a Discussion Board page part:
1 Click the link to open the discussion.
2 Click the Delete Discussion button. You are asked to confirm; select OK
and click Continue. The discussion is deleted.
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9 Search,
Correspondence, and
Reporting Options
This chapter describes how to grant users access to GIFTS reports,
correspondence generation, and searching capabilities in MyGIFTS.
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Adding Search Capabilities to User Pages
In addition to “pushing” data to users through predefined page parts,
MyGIFTS allows you to add search capabilities to user homepages. The
following page parts can be added to MyGIFTS pages to provide users with
different search features:
Search For page part

The Search For page part contains a list of links
that allow users to initiate customized, detailed searches for specific record
types:

Users can click any of these links to open the Query Builder, where they can
construct detailed searches similar to Quick Find searches in GIFTS.
Note: Details on using the Query Builder to create a search query are found in

the MyGIFTS User’s Guide.
Find page part

The Find page part is designed to help you quickly and
easily search for Organizations, Contacts, and Requests:

The Find page part is included in all MicroEdge-designed homepage
templates.
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Saved Searches page part The Saved Searches page part allows you to
utilize your saved GIFTS searches to locate records:

Recent Searches page part The Recent Searches page part lists links
describing the user’s most recent searches for each record type. If the user
clicks a link, the search will be run again and the results will be displayed:

Each of these page parts can be added to any user, group, or global default
homepage, as described in “Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on
page 67. This section describes options that MyGIFTS administrators can
access to tailor the search features to user needs.
Important: Unlocked users can add and remove these page parts themselves,

and have access to all editing options described below.

Editing the Search For Page Part
When users click a link—that is, a record type—in the Search For page part,
the Query Builder page for that type of record opens. Below is an example
of a Query Builder page for Requests:
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This is only an example because users have a lot of flexibility in choosing
search criteria. They can add or remove fields from the search, then enter
specific search criteria for each field. (For details on building queries in
MyGIFTS, please see the MyGIFTS User’s Guide.)
This is where editing the Search For page part is helpful. The settings in the
Search For page part properties page determine the default criteria shown in
the Query Builder page that opens when a Search For link is clicked. You
can even choose to remove a record type from the user’s list of Search For
links.
To edit the Search For page part and Query Builder page:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Edit link in the top right corner of the Search For page part. The
Search For properties page opens.
3 Scroll down to the Search Options section at the bottom of the properties
page, where each searchable record type is listed with two corresponding
fields:

116

❖

In the first field, you may change the default name of the link that
appears in the Search For page part.

❖

The second field is a drop-down list that you should use to select the
default contents of the Query Builder page for that GIFTS record
type:
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The selection in this second field determines the default Query Builder
page option(s) that appear when the user clicks on that record type’s
Search For page part link. Each option is described below:
Option

Description

<hide link>

The link for this record type will be hidden from the Search
For page part. The user will be unable to build a search
query for that record type.

<blank>

The Query Builder page for this record type will include no
default data fields. Users must add new fields each time
they initiate new searches for this record type.

<last query>

The Query Builder page for this record type will
automatically populate with the fields and values used for
the last search the user performed. Users can add or
remove fields and change their search values to create a
new search, which will become the default criteria for the
next search of this record type.
Note: This is similar to the “Show last query” check box in
the GIFTS Quick Find feature.

list of standard fields

Following the options above, the menu lists the standard
fields in that record type. If you choose a field from the list,
it will be automatically included in the Query Builder page
when the user clicks the Search For page part link for this
record type.
All fields for the record type will be available, except those
for which field-level permissions have been set to “Hidden.”

list of customizer
fields

If you have the optional GIFTS Customizer Module, you will
see any custom fields for the record type following the list
of the standard fields (except those for which field-level
permissions have been set to “Hidden”).

list of saved searches

You can choose a saved search from the list, and the Query
Builder page will be populated with the fields and values of
the saved search. The list will only include saved searches
that:
❖ were saved under the selected record type.
❖ are not advanced searches.
❖ are public searches.
Users can remove or add fields and change the search
values they contain, allowing them to modify the saved
search.

Adding Search Capabilities to User Pages
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4 Click Update to save the settings. You are returned to the homepage you
are modifying.

Editing the Find Page Part
The Find page part provides a simpler search capability for Organizations,
Contacts, and Requests. MyGIFTS will use the search value entered to find
the requested record according to a limited set of fields. The fields that may
be searched for each record type are as follows:
Record
Type

Searchable Fields

Organizations

Name (Name/AKA/Sort As/Legal Name)
ID
Tax ID
Vendor No.

People
(Contacts)

Last Name
ID
Social Security No.

Requests

ID
Reference No.
Project Title

The field used is determined by the properties page for the Find page part.
To edit the preferences for the Find page part:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Edit link in the top right corner of the Find page part.
3 Locate the Organizations, People (Contacts), and Requests sections at the
bottom of the Find properties page. For each record type that you wish to
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include in the Find page part, select the Enabled check box, then use the
drop-down lists to establish parameters for the searchable fields:
You can change the
text on the Find
buttons by entering
different record type
names in the Label
fields.

The options for each
Find search field
method are
“contains,” “begins,”
“is,” and “do not
include in search.”

4 Click Update to save the preferences and return to the homepage you are
modifying.

Editing the Saved Searches Page Part
The Saved Searches page part allows you to utilize your saved GIFTS
searches to locate records:

You may edit the list of saved searches available from the drop-down list in
the Saved Searches page part. To edit the Saved Searches page part:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
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2 Click the Edit link in the top right corner of the Saved Searches page part.
3 Locate the Included Searches section at the bottom of the Saved Searches
properties page:

Use the check boxes to indicate which saved searches should appear in the
drop-down list within the page part. If you clear a check box for a category,
the users will see no saved searches for that record type in their Saved
Searches page part.
4 Click Update to save the preferences and return to the homepage you are
modifying.
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Editing the Recent Searches Page Part
The Recent Searches page part lists links describing the user’s most recent
searches for each record type. If the user clicks a link, the search will be run
again and the results will be displayed:

In this example, the List Length of the
Recent Searches page part has been set
to 3.

You may set the length of the list of recent searches and suppress searches
for particular record types. To edit the Recent Searches page part:
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 Click the Edit link in the top right corner of the Recent Searches page part.
3 Locate the Field List and Record Types sections at the bottom of the
Recent Searches properties page:

4 In the List Length field, select the number of recent searches you want
displayed for each record type.
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5 Use the check boxes in the Record Types section to indicate the record
types for which recent searches should appear. If you clear a check box for
a category, the users will see no links for recent searches for that record
type.
6 Click Update to save the preferences and return to the homepage you are
modifying.

About Correspondence and Reporting Jobs
Users can run a report or generate correspondence or write-ups through
MyGIFTS. Generated correspondence and reports—as well as search results
exported to Microsoft Excel—are referred to as “jobs” in MyGIFTS.
Important: The Job Manager must be running—either as an application or as a

Windows service—on at least one computer on your network in order for
MyGIFTS users to be able to generate reports, correspondence, and exports.
Instructions for installing the Job Manager can be found in the MyGIFTS/
ReviewerCONNECT Installation and Upgrade Guide. To start the Job Manager,
please see “Starting and Stopping the Job Manager” on page 130.
As MyGIFTS administrator, your role in overseeing these jobs varies:
❖

For reports, you must grant users access to reporting by adding the Reports
page part to their homepages. For details, please see “Granting User Access
to Reporting” on page 123.
Note: To run reports, users must belong to a user group with the “Run

Reports” permission in GIFTS.

122

❖

For correspondence and write-ups, there is no setup required in MyGIFTS—
correspondence templates and security permissions are maintained using
the GIFTS Administrator Module. For details, please see “Correspondence
and Write-ups in MyGIFTS” on page 126.

❖

For exports to Microsoft Excel, there is no setup required in MyGIFTS. Users
can export the results of MyGIFTS searches from the Search Results page
part.
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For all jobs, the MyGIFTS administrator can check the status of submitted
jobs, cancel jobs, and resubmit failed jobs. For details on the Job Manager,
please see “About the MyGIFTS Job Manager” on page 130.

Granting User Access to Reporting
The Reports page part allows MyGIFTS users to run any report in the
GIFTS Report Library, including standard GIFTS reports and saved ad hoc
reports. In order to grant MyGIFTS users access to reports, you must add
the Reports page part to their homepages. Reports run from this page part
are generated in the PDF format.
MyGIFTS administrators can also edit the Reports page part, limiting users
or user groups to reports only from certain categories (such as Favorite,
Contact, or Financial reports). The Reports page part displays a list of the
report categories that you make available:

Note: Unlocked MyGIFTS users can add, edit, and remove the Reports page

part themselves.
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When a user selects a category from the list and clicks Go, additional options
for generating the report are displayed:

Users can generate the
report based on a saved
search or on new search
criteria.
The ability to edit report
titles and subtitles is
available in MyGIFTS,
just as in GIFTS.

For details about running reports in MyGIFTS, please refer to the MyGIFTS
User’s Guide.

Adding the Reports Page Part
To grant a locked MyGIFTS user access to GIFTS reports, add the Reports
page part to his or her homepage (which may be a group or system default
homepage). Unlocked MyGIFTS users can add or remove the page part
themselves, but you may do it for them as well.
Chapter 5, “Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67, provides
information about modifying user homepages. For details on adding page
parts, please see “Adding a Page Part” on page 61.

Excluding Report Categories
After adding the Reports page part to a homepage, MyGIFTS administrators
can edit the page part to exclude certain report categories (such as Contact
reports or Financial reports). Only reports under included categories will be
available for the user or group to run. This allows you to narrow users’
choices to the reports they really need.
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q
Tip: The report category Favorites can include reports from all the other

report categories, such as Organizations, Contacts, and Financials. If you
want to present a user with only the reports they most often use, ask them
to add those reports to their Favorites. (Users must have GIFTS access to do
this.) Then you can exclude all other report categories and present the user
an uncluttered, easy-to-use Reports page part.
To edit the Reports page part for a user or group (or on the system default
homepage):
1 Access the homepage you want to modify, using the steps outlined in
“Working with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67.
2 In the Reports page part title bar, click Edit. The Reports properties page
opens. Scroll down past the standard page part editing options to view the
Included Reports section:

3 Clear the box next to each report category you want to exclude from the
Reports page part. (By default, all report categories are included in the
page part.)
4 If you want MyGIFTS to skip the options for editing selection criteria and
titles when a user runs Favorite reports, select the option to “Skip options
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for Favorite reports.” This streamlines the reporting process when the
report already includes the titles and criteria desired by the user.
5 When finished, scroll to the bottom of the Reports properties page and
click Update. You are returned to the homepage you are modifying.

About Reports with Attached Saved Searches
In the GIFTS Report Library, you can attach a saved search to a standard
report and save the report under another report name. (For details, please
see Chapter 8, “Managing the GIFTS Report Library,” in the GIFTS
Administrator’s Guide.) These customized reports can be made available to
MyGIFTS users in the Reports page part.
Please note, however, that MyGIFTS users—unlike GIFTS users—will
receive no indication that a saved search is attached to a report. It is
important that these customized reports have titles clearly indicating the
selection criteria used. That way, MyGIFTS users will know what they are
getting when they run a report.

Correspondence and Write-ups in
MyGIFTS
In MyGIFTS, users can generate letter and e-mail correspondence and writeups for a GIFTS record, such as an Organization. (Generating
correspondence for a batch of records is not available in MyGIFTS.) All of
the correspondence templates in the GIFTS Template Library that are
available in GIFTS are also available in MyGIFTS.
For information about managing your correspondence templates, please
refer to Chapter 7, “Defining Correspondence Templates,” of the GIFTS
Administrator’s Guide.
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How MyGIFTS Users Generate Correspondence
To generate correspondence, the MyGIFTS user must navigate to the a
record’s detail page and select the option to generate correspondence or
write-ups from the record’s Available Actions page part:

This Available Actions page part appears on the approved
Request detail page. The user can generate a letter, e-mail,
or write-up for the Request by clicking one of these three
links.

Important: The merge process in MyGIFTS respects field-level permissions. If
a user generates correspondence containing a merge field that they do not
have permission to view or edit, the field will be blank in the final merged
document. Since the merge field is stripped out and not merely hidden, even
users with the proper permissions will not see any data when they open the
document.

For details on generating correspondence in MyGIFTS, please refer to the
MyGIFTS User’s Guide.

Setting Up Correspondence and Write-Ups
To view or edit correspondence and write-ups, MyGIFTS users must be at a
computer with a compatible version of Microsoft Word. In order for jobs to
be processed, the MyGIFTS Job Manager must be running—either as an
application or a Windows service—on at least one network computer.

Correspondence and Write-ups in MyGIFTS
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Permission sets in the GIFTS Administrator Module control each user
group’s ability to generate correspondence. If a MyGIFTS user’s user group
is denied the ability to generate correspondence in GIFTS, they cannot
generate correspondence using MyGIFTS either. MyGIFTS administrators
do not need to add a page part or change any user settings in MyGIFTS to
allow users to generate correspondence and write-up jobs (assuming their
user groups have appropriate permissions in GIFTS).
MyGIFTS administrators can monitor the jobs requested by their users. This
is done using the Job Status page part (in MyGIFTS), or the Job Manager
application (installed on a network workstation). These options are
described in “Managing MyGIFTS Jobs” on page 133.
For information about using the GIFTS Administrator Module to set up
correspondence and write-up templates, see Chapter 7, “Defining
Correspondence Templates,” in the GIFTS Administrator’s Guide.
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MyGIFTS Jobs

This chapter describes how to use the MyGIFTS Job Manager to
process and monitor correspondence, reporting, and export jobs.
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About the MyGIFTS Job Manager
The Job Manager must be running—either as an application or as a
Windows service—on at least one network computer in order for MyGIFTS
users to be able to generate reports, correspondence, or exports.
As a MyGIFTS administrator, you can monitor the progress of
correspondence, reporting, and export jobs submitted by MyGIFTS users. In
addition, you can clear completed jobs from the list, cancel pending and
failed jobs, or retry jobs that have failed.
The section that follows describes how to start and stop the MyGIFTS Job
Manager. For information about managing jobs, please refer to “Managing
MyGIFTS Jobs” on page 133.

Starting and Stopping the Job Manager
The Job Manager processes job requests from MyGIFTS users, and provides
an interface that you can use to manage the status of jobs that have been
submitted. (You can also manage jobs from the Job Status page displayed in
MyGIFTS.)

Starting the Job Manager
To allow MyGIFTS to process jobs, you must start the Job Manager and
modify its properties to suit your needs:
1 On a computer on which the Job Manager has been installed, open the Job
Manager and log in using your GIFTS user ID. (The default location of the
Job Manager startup icon in the Windows Start menu is All Programs ➤
MicroEdge GIFTS ➤ Job Manager.) The Job Manager opens.
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2 From the Main menu, select File ➤ Properties. The Job Manager
Properties window opens:

3 In the first section of the Job Manager Properties window, specify the
identity of the workstation you are using:
❖

Select the ‘Use server’s network name’ option to use the name
already assigned to this network computer. This is the default setting.

❖

Select the ‘Name’ option to enter a different name for this instance of
the Job Manager.

4 In the Job Types section, select the types of jobs you want this instance of
the Job Manager to process. (The Correspondence option includes writeups and Microsoft Excel exports.)
5 In the Frequency section, select the interval at which you want the Job
Manager to look for new jobs. You can also enter a time interval during
which you do not want the Job Manager to process jobs; you can use this
option to ensure that the Job Manager does not run during system backups
or other scheduled operations.
6 In the bottom section, select whether jobs should be processed with the
‘Job Manager Exe’ or ‘Job Manager Service’ (the second option is available
only if the Job Manager has been installed as a service).
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❖

If you choose to process jobs with the Job Manager EXE, jobs are
only processed when the Job Manager application is open. This
means that someone must log in to the Job Manager computer and
start the Job Manager application before jobs are processed.

❖

If you choose to process jobs with the Job Manager Service, click the
green arrow to start the service. A confirmation message is displayed
after the Job Manager service starts. When the Job Manager is
running as a service, it is not necessary to log in to the computer or to
open the Job Manager application: as long as the computer is on, jobs
will be processed.

Note: Users can still initiate jobs when the job manager is not running, but
the jobs will remain “Pending” until the Job Manager is started.

7 Click OK to save the Job Manager properties.

Stopping the Job Manager
If you are processing jobs with the Job Manager application (EXE), close the
Job Manager application to stop the processing of jobs. To stop the Job
Manager service:
1 On a computer on which the Job Manager has been installed as a service,
open the Job Manager and log in using your GIFTS user ID. (The default
location of the Job Manager startup icon in the Windows Start menu is All
Programs ➤ MicroEdge GIFTS ➤ Job Manager.) The Job Manager opens.
2 From the Job Manager menu, select File ➤ Properties. The Job Manager
properties window opens.

3 In the bottom section, click the red stop button. A confirmation message
is displayed after the Job Manager service stops.
4 Click OK to close the confirmation message, and click OK again to save
the Job Manager properties.
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To manage jobs, you can open the Job Manager program file (EXE) or use
the Job Status page part in MyGIFTS. If you open the Job Manager program,
only the jobs for that instance of the Job Manager (if you have installed
multiple instances of the Job Manager) are displayed. In MyGIFTS, all jobs
are shown.

Monitoring Jobs with the Job Manager
On the Job Manager computer, open the Job Manager program file and log
in using your GIFTS user ID. (The default location of the Job Manager
startup icon in the Windows Start menu is All Programs ➤ MicroEdge
GIFTS ➤ Job Manager.) The MyGIFTS jobs are displayed.
Note: The Job Manager application only displays the jobs that are processed
on that instance of the Job Manager; if you have installed the Job Manager on
other computers, the jobs on those computers are not displayed.

To clear, cancel, or retry a job, highlight the job and select Action ➤ Clear/
Retry/Cancel from the Main menu. For more information about these
options, see “Job Statuses and Actions” on page 134.

Monitoring Job Status in MyGIFTS
In MyGIFTS, you can view and manage jobs that were initiated by your
users. If you have installed more than one instance of the Job Manager,
MyGIFTS displays all jobs on the system—regardless of which instance of
the Job Manager is processing the job. The Server column of the Job Status
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list indicates which instance of the Job Manager is being used to process the
job.
To monitor the jobs of your MyGIFTS users:
1 Log in to MyGIFTS as an administrator.
2 Click the Admin link on the MyGIFTS menu bar to open the Admin
Available Actions page.
3 Click the Monitor Job Status link. The Job Status page opens.

Using the links in the action column, you can clear completed jobs from the
list, cancel pending and failed jobs, or retry jobs that have failed. For more
information about these options, see “Job Statuses and Actions” on
page 134.
Note: The top span of each MyGIFTS user’s homepage includes a version of

the Job Status page part, which lists the jobs for that user. If the user has no
current jobs, the page part does not appear.

Job Statuses and Actions
The jobs listed by the Job Manager application or the Job Status page part
are assigned one of the following statuses; for each status, there are different
actions that you can take to manage the job.
Pending Jobs

When a job is listed as “Pending,” it has been sent to the Job
Manager. Pending jobs are held in a queue with jobs from other MyGIFTS
users until the Job Manager is ready to process them. You can Cancel
pending jobs to remove them from the queue.
Processing Jobs

When a job is listed as “Processing,” the Job Manager has
received and is actively processing it. There are no available actions for jobs
that are being processed.
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Ready Jobs

When a job is listed as “Ready,” it has been completed by the
Job Manager and is ready to be viewed. You can take the following actions
for ready jobs:
Action

Description

Clear

The job is removed from the list. (You are prompted to confirm
the Clear action before it is removed.)
Note: When you clear a letter or write-up job, the associated
Word document is deleted as well, unless the user who created
the job selected the “Keep document on disk” option when they
created it.

Rerun

The job is sent back to the Job Manager to be processed again.
The original file and Activity record for the completed job are
overwritten by the new job.
Tip: Users can re-run reports that are left in the queue to reflect
changes to GIFTS data since they last ran the report or export.

Canceled Jobs

Jobs are listed as “Canceled” after you have removed them
from the Job Manager queue. You can take the following actions for
canceled jobs:
Action

Description

Clear

The job is removed from the list. (You are prompted to confirm
the Clear action before it is removed.) If you do not clear
Canceled jobs within 15 days, they are automatically cleared.

Rerun

The job is sent back to the Job Manager to be processed again.

Failed Jobs When a job is listed as “Failed,” the job was canceled due to a
system error. This situation may occur if there was a problem with
Microsoft Word or if the Job Manager shut down while processing a job.
You can take the following actions for failed jobs:
Action

Description

Retry

The job is placed back at the end of the job queue and its status
is changed to Pending.

Managing MyGIFTS Jobs
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Action

Description

Cancel

The Job Manager removes the job from the queue. The job’s
status is set to Canceled.

View Error

Click this link to display a message describing the problem
encountered by the Job Manager.

Note: If you take no action on a failed job within 15 days, it is automatically
cleared from the Job Status list.
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11Tips and
Troubleshooting for
MyGIFTS
For many of our clients, MyGIFTS is still a new product. Unfamiliar
features may sometimes create confusion for MyGIFTS
administrators and for their users. In this chapter, we try to anticipate
these issues and provide guidance in resolving them.

In This Chapter
MyGIFTS Tips......................................................................138
Troubleshooting MyGIFTS..................................................144
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MyGIFTS Tips
MyGIFTS provides many ways to tailor user access and presentation of
GIFTS data. The following tips are intended to help you get the most out of
the flexibility of MyGIFTS.

Pushing Data to Users
Assigning and modifying a MyGIFTS homepage are the key tasks in pushing
the right data to the forefront of a MyGIFTS user’s attention. But adding
and removing page parts is only part of the story. The tips below help you
tailor homepage data to provide the information most needed.
Use page part data filters to customize page parts In addition to
standard formatting options, most page parts also feature data filters that
allow you specify the records to be displayed. Each page part has different
data filters, based on a few key fields found in the type of GIFTS record
being displayed.

For example: In the Payments to Be Paid page part, unpaid Payments can be
filtered by Schedule Date, G/L Account, Fund/Donor, Payment City, or
Payment State. Only Payments matching the criteria selected are shown in
the page part:

You can also used saved searches to filter GIFTS data. For details on filtering
page part data, please see “Page Part Filters” on page 65.
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Change page part titles to indicate the data shown You can change
page part titles in MyGIFTS to reflect the data being presented. Click Edit in
the title bar of a page part to open a properties page where you may change
the page part’s title. This feature is especially helpful when:
❖

You have used data filters to limit the records shown in a page part.
The system-defined title may no longer reflect the data in the page
part, so be sure to update the page part with an appropriate title.
For example, if you modify the Payments to Be Paid page part to
show only unpaid Payments to grantees in a particular state, you
might include the state in the page part title:
Click edit to change the page
part title.

❖

You have clicked the “Add to homepage” link at the bottom of the
Search Results page to place a new page part on your homepage. In
this case, the search criteria will serve as the new page part’s title,
which will be extremely accurate, but long. For example:

Edit this title to be more concise, such as:

Add a page part several times

A page part can be added to a homepage
as many times as you want. Using data filters, each iteration of the page part
can show data meeting different criteria.
For example, a supervisor wants his or her MyGIFTS homepage to show
Grants assigned to three members of his or her division. The Grants page
part will provide the right data, but you may only apply one value to each

MyGIFTS Tips
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filter (in this case you may filter by one staff name). The solution: add the
same page part to your homepage more than once, with different filter
values each time:
Although all three are Grants page
parts, they present different data based
on the page part data filters. The titles
have also been changed to reflect each
page part’s content.

In another example, you are modifying a MyGIFTS homepage for an
assistant who works with two different grants officers. Add the
Appointments to Be Done page part to the assistant’s homepage twice, then
edit each page part to specify a different grants officer in the Staff filter.
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(Change the page part titles, too, so the assistant knows who has to do
what!)

Customizing MyGIFTS Access for Casual Users
The flexibility of MyGIFTS allows you to set up homepages that provide
information to casual users, who might never have logged in to GIFTS.
These “casual users” might be board members or high-level executives who
do not perform tasks like entering data, specifying criteria for reports,
approving and declining Requests, and so on, but would like to use
MyGIFTS to access and to view information quickly and easily.
The following tips will help you set up MyGIFTS homepages and user
permissions for these casual users.
Grant casual users read-only access to MyGIFTS Each person to whom
you want to grant MyGIFTS access needs a GIFTS user ID. Once you have
created a user account for a casual user, grant them read-only (rather than

MyGIFTS Tips
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standard) access. They will not be unable to add or modify GIFTS records
using MyGIFTS. This is easier than customizing a user group permission set
in GIFTS, or field-level permissions in MyGIFTS.
Information on adding and modifying GIFTS user accounts can be found in
the GIFTS Administrator’s Guide. For details on read-only versus standard
MyGIFTS access, please see “MyGIFTS Security and GIFTS Permissions” on
page 32.
Create user groups for casual users

Just as each MyGIFTS user must
have a GIFTS user account, so must each GIFTS user account be included in
a user group. Since it is much easier to customize access to MyGIFTS
information on the group level than the user level, you should put your
casual users in GIFTS user groups together.

Note: Since MyGIFTS homepages can be assigned on the group level, you
may also want to take into account the kinds of data your casual users want
to see. If you have two groups of casual users requiring different kinds of data
on their homepages, you should create a GIFTS user group for each. That
way, you need only create two homepages and assign one to each group.

Once your GIFTS user groups for casual MyGIFTS users are created, you
use MyGIFTS administrator functions to:
❖

assign an appropriate homepage template to each group. (For details,
please see “Assigning a New Homepage to a Group” on page 73.)

❖

modify the group-level homepage to include the data the group needs.
(For details, please see “Modifying a Group’s Homepage” on page 72.)

Information on adding GIFTS users to user groups can be found in the
GIFTS Administrator’s Guide.
Use field-level permissions to hide unused or unnecessary fields

Casual MyGIFTS users often need only limited information on particular
record types, and may prefer detail pages with less “clutter”—that is, fields
containing data they don’t need, or fields your organization doesn’t use.
Field-level permissions (assigned on the group level) can be used to hide
unnecessary fields from a user group.
Field-level permissions are also useful if you have assigned a user standard
MyGIFTS access, but nonetheless want to limit his or her ability to modify
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records. Assign the “editable” permission only to those fields you want the
user group members to be able to modify. (User group members with readonly MyGIFTS access won’t be able to edit anything, despite this setting.)
For more information on field-level permissions, please see “Maintaining
Field-Level Permissions” on page 35.

Web Clipping Tips
The Web Clipping page part, described in “The Web Clipping Page Part” on
page 98, works simply but has many potential uses. Below are some tips on
making the most out of this page part.
Add MicroEdge documentation access to homepages User’s guides
and other documentation for GIFTS, MyGIFTS, and other MicroEdge
products can be found on our Technical Support Web site. Add a Web
Clipping page part to a user, group, or system homepage and enter the URL
for MicroEdge documentation: https://www.microedge.com/support/
documentation/.
Note: The MyGIFTS user must be logged in to the GIFTS User Area of the site

to access the documentation page. If the user is not logged in, the Web
Clipping page part will display the MicroEdge login page.
Put relevant WWW pages at your users’ fingertips There’s a lot of

information out there on the World Wide Web—there’s bound to be plenty
that’s relevant to your organization’s mission! Here are some tips on the
kinds of Web pages your MyGIFTS users may find helpful:

MyGIFTS Tips

❖

Does your organization have a Web site? It might be useful to place it on
the bottom span of your users’ homepages.

❖

Want to keep an eye on your foundation’s stock holdings? The Web
Clipping page part can display your favorite financial news Web site.

❖

If one of your grants officers has a site visit to complete, you might be able
to find a map to the site’s location on the Web and place it on the user’s
homepage. (If the site is out of town, you could add another Web Clipping
page part, showing the local weather.)
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These are just a very few examples of the kind of WWW pages you could
add to users’ homepages. Undoubtedly you (and your unlocked users) will
think of others.

Troubleshooting MyGIFTS
The following sections describe how to resolve issues that you may
experience while using MyGIFTS.

MyGIFTS Homepage Taken Over by Web
Clipping
Issue A Web page specified in a Web Clipping page part has taken over
the entire Web browser window. I can’t get back to my homepage.
Resolution

Some Web pages, when specified in the Web Clipping page
part, “take over” the browser window, rather than displaying only in the
page part. Clicking back to return to the homepage doesn’t work, because
the Web page just takes over again.
Unfortunately, there is no way to determine whether a particular Web page
will act this way until you try it. If it happens, you can return to the
homepage and resolve the issue:
1 Access the homepage experiencing this issue, using the steps in “Working
with MyGIFTS Homepages” on page 67. The Web page takes over your
browser window.
2 In the browser address bar, enter the MyGIFTS URL followed by the
characters ?WC=0 (zero).
Example: If your MyGIFTS login URL is http://

www.modelfoundation.org/mygifts.asp, enter
http://www.modelfoundation.org/mygifts.asp?WC=0.
3 Click Enter. You are returned to the homepage you are modifying. The
Web Clipping page part is still displayed, but the Web Clipping option has
been turned off.
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4 Click Layout in the MyGIFTS menu bar and remove the Web Clipping
page part from the page.
5 Click View Normal in the MyGIFTS menu bar. You are returned to the
homepage you were modifying.

Users Have Trouble Viewing and Editing
Documents
MyGIFTS users can view and edit documents associated with GIFTS
Organization and Request records (i.e., documents for which there is a
Document Activity record maintaining that association). With the proper
permissions, they may modify and then upload these edited documents to
your network.
Issue

MyGIFTS users are having trouble accessing documents that have
been linked to GIFTS records, or cannot link and upload documents from
their MyGIFTS workstation.
There are a number of issues that can cause problems with document files in
MyGIFTS. The following resolutions may solve these problems.

Resolution #1 Make sure the MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT server has
access to all network folders where you save documents linked to GIFTS.

In order to serve a document file to a MyGIFTS user, the MyGIFTS/
ReviewerCONNECT server has to be able to find it. Make sure that the
machine running the MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT server is mapped to
the document network folders the very same way your GIFTS workstations
are mapped to them.
For example, if a Document Activity in GIFTS lists the location of the linked
file as G:\DOCS\FinStatements\CFC2003Q3.doc, this means (if the network is
set up correctly) that your GIFTS workstations regard that drive as the G:\
drive. The MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT server must also be mapped to
that same drive, and it must also regard it as the G:\ drive. (The same drive
called the G:\ drive by one network machine could be considered the D:\
drive by another).

Troubleshooting MyGIFTS
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To determine if drive mapping to document folders is causing the issue:
1 Open the Document Activity associated with the linked document:
❖

If the Activity is an External Document, note the network path and
file name in the File Name field.

❖

If the Activity is a Write-up, E-mail, or Letter, close GIFTS and open
the GIFTS.INI file on the workstation (usually located in
C:\Windows or C:\WINNT). Look for the line starting
DocumentPath=, and note the network path following the equal
sign.

2 Determine the network name of the computer on which the drive you
noted in step 1 resides. (Unlike the drive letter, the name of the computer
will be the same for every network-connected machine.)
3 Make sure the MyGIFTS/ReviewerCONNECT server maps to the drive
on that machine using the same letter as noted in step 1. If the Server does
not, use Windows drive mapping to change it.
Tip: Contact your network administrator if you have difficulty with any of

these steps.
Resolution #2

Make sure the MyGIFTS user has his or her User Settings
set to the right connection type, local or remote:

❖

Local — “Local” connections occur when workstations are fully connected
to the network.
Local connections would likely include users accessing MyGIFTS right in
your office, or telecommuters accessing your network through a virtual
private network.

❖

Remote — “Remote” connections happen when users log in to your
MyGIFTS server, but do not have access to your network drives where
documents are stored. Remote connections, for example, might occur
when users are connecting over the Web during business travel.

As noted above, local and remote connections are determined in each user’s
User Settings. Ask the user to refer to the MyGIFTS User’s Guide for
instructions on setting their connection type, and make sure they have
chosen the right option.
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Appendix: Standard
Homepage Templates
This appendix specifies the layout and content of the six MicroEdge-defined
homepage templates included with MyGIFTS. They are designed to meet
the typical needs of a variety of groups and users within a charitable
organization. Assigning these templates to your groups is a good way to get
started in MyGIFTS.
After you have assigned a template to a group or user, or as the global
system default homepage, you and your unlocked users are free to modify
the homepage as you wish. Add or remove page parts, change the layout of
the page, or modify the criteria that filter the data each page part includes.
Please note, however, that changes you make cannot be saved to the
template itself. These six templates will remain available in their original
form.

Standard Homepage Templates
Program Officer Homepage ................................................ 148
Foundation Executive Homepage....................................... 150
Corporate Executive Homepage ......................................... 152
Grants Manager Homepage ................................................ 154
Board Member Homepage .................................................. 157
Assistant Homepage ............................................................ 159
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Program Officer Homepage
Note: The Program Officer homepage is assigned as the global system default
homepage when you first install MyGIFTS.

Left Span

148

Page Part

Description

Find

Allows the user to enter and search for an Organization,
Contact, or Request.

Saved Searches

Allows the user to run all public saved searches, as well as the
user’s private saved searches.

Activities and
Requirements to be
Done

Displays To-Do Activity records (including Requirements) that
do not have a Done Date entered. Records can be filtered by
due date and/or staff member.

Address Book

Lists Contact records from your GIFTS database.
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Right Span
Page Part

Description

My Proposals to
Review

Displays pending Requests. Records can be filtered by Request
date, staff member, meeting date, Request type and status,
and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
pending Requests where Staff Member is the user and Request
Date is “this year.”

My Grants Awarded
This Month

Displays Approved Requests. Records can be filtered by staff
member, approval date, meeting date, Request type and
status, and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
approved Requests where Staff Member is the user and
Request Approval Date is “this month.”

My Declinations for
This Month

Displays Declined Requests. Records can be filtered by
declination date, staff member, declination reason, Request
type and status, meeting date, and/or recipient Organization’s
state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
declined Requests where Staff Member is the user and Request
Declination Date is “this month.”
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Foundation Executive Homepage

Left Span

150

Page Part

Description

Find

Allows the user to enter and search for an Organization,
Contact, or Request.

Address Book

Lists Contact records from your GIFTS database.

Saved Searches

Allows the user to run all public saved searches, as well as the
user’s private saved searches.
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Right Span
Page Part

Description

Payments Due This
Month

Lists unpaid Payments. Records can be filtered by due date, GL
account, fund/donor, Payment city, and/or Payment state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
unpaid Payments where the Schedule Date is “this month.”
(Payments for all staff members are displayed.)

Grants Awarded This
Month

Displays approved Requests. Records can be filtered by staff
member, approval date, meeting date, Request type and
status, and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
approved Requests where the Disposition Date is “this
month.” (Requests for all staff members are displayed.)

Payments Paid This
Quarter

Lists paid Payments. Records can be filtered by paid date, GL
account, fund/donor, Payment city, and/or Payment state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
paid Payments where the Payment Date is “this quarter.”
(Payments for all staff members are displayed.)
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Left Span
Page Part

Description

Find

Allows the user to enter and search for an Organization,
Contact, or Request.

Address Book

Lists Contact records from your GIFTS database.

Saved Searches

Allows the user to run all public saved searches, as well as the
user’s private saved searches.

Right Span
Page Part

Description

Payments Paid This
Month

Lists paid Payments. Records can be filtered by due date, GL
account, fund/donor, Payment city, and/or Payment state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
paid Payments where the Payment Date is “this month.”
(Payments for all staff members are displayed.)

Payments Due This
Month

Lists unpaid Payments. Records can be filtered by due date, GL
account, fund/donor, Payment city, and/or Payment state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
unpaid Payments where the Schedule Date is “this month.”
(Payments for all staff members are displayed.)

Grants Awarded This
Quarter

Displays approved Requests. Records can be filtered by staff
member, approval date, meeting date, Request type and
status, and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
approved Requests where the Disposition Date is “this
quarter.” (Requests for all staff members are displayed.)
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Grants Manager Homepage

Left Span
Page Part

Description

Find

Allows the user to enter and search for an Organization,
Contact, or Request.

Saved Searches

Allows the user to run all public saved searches, as well as the
user’s private saved searches.

Requirements for
Requests and
Payments

Lists unmet Requirements associated with Requests and
Payments. Records can be filtered by due date and/or staff
member.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
Requirements assigned to any user, but with a Schedule Date
within the current quarter.
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Page Part

Description

Activities to be Done

Displays To-Do Activity records (not including Requirements)
that do not have a Done Date entered. Records can be filtered
by due date and/or staff member.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to ToDo Activities assigned to the user with a Schedule Date of the
current year.

Add Organizations
and Contacts

Links in this page part allow the user to add a new
Organization or Contact record.
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Right Span
Page Part

Description

Payments Due This
Month

Lists unpaid Payments. Records can be filtered by due date, GL
account, fund/donor, Payment city, and/or Payment state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
unpaid Payments where the Schedule Date is “this month.”
(Payments for all staff members are displayed.)

Grants Awarded This
Quarter

Displays approved Requests. Records can be filtered by staff
member, approval date, meeting date, Request type and
status, and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
approved Requests where the Disposition Date is “this
quarter.” (Requests for all staff members are displayed.)

Requests by Meeting
Date

Displays pending Requests sorted by the date of the meeting
where they will be considered. Records can be filtered by
meeting date, Request type, Request disposition, and recipient
Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
pending Requests where the Meeting Date is “this quarter.”
(Requests for all staff members are displayed.)

Declinations for This
Week

Displays declined Requests. Records can be filtered by
declination date, staff member, declination reason, Request
type and status, meeting date, and/or recipient Organization’s
state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
declined Requests where the Declination Date is “this week.”
(Requests for all staff members are displayed.)
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Board Member Homepage
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Left Span
Page Part

Description

Find

Allows the user to enter and search for an Organization or
Contact.

Address Book

Lists Contact records from your GIFTS database.

Right Span
Page Part

Description

Requests by Meeting
Date

Displays pending Requests sorted by the date of the meeting
where they will be considered. Records can be filtered by
meeting date, Request type, Request disposition, and recipient
Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
pending Requests where the Meeting Date is “this quarter.”
(Requests for all staff members are displayed.)

Grants Awarded This
Quarter

Displays approved Requests. Records can be filtered by staff
member, approval date, meeting date, Request type and
status, and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
approved Requests where the Disposition Date is “this
quarter.” (Requests for all staff members are displayed.)
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Assistant Homepage

Left Span
Page Part

Description

Find

Allows the user to enter and search for an Organization,
Contact, or Request.

Saved Searches

Allows the user to run all public saved searches, as well as the
user’s private saved searches.

Address Book

Lists Contact records from your GIFTS database.

Add Organizations
and Contacts

Links in this page part allow the user to add a new
Organization or Contact record.
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Right Span
Page Part

Description

Proposals to Review

Displays pending Requests. Records can be filtered by Request
date, staff member, meeting date, Request type and status,
and/or recipient Organization’s state.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to
pending Requests where Staff Member is the user and Request
Date is “this year.”

Activities and
Requirements to Be
Done

Displays To-Do Activity records and Requirements that do not
have a Done Date entered. Records can be filtered by due date
and/or staff member.
By default, the page part data filter limits the page part to ToDo Activities and Requirements assigned to the user with a
Schedule Date of the current year.

q
Tip: Once an assistant has been assigned the Assistant homepage, he or she

can filter the Proposals to Review and Activities and Requirements to Be
Done page parts to display only those records associated with the assistant’s
supervisor.
Once the assistant’s MyGIFTS account is unlocked, the user (or a MyGIFTS
administrator who is viewing the user’s homepage) can click Edit on the
page part, scroll to the Filter - Staff drop-down menu, and select the
supervisor. Records displayed in the page part will be only those associated
with the supervisor.
If an assistant provides administrative support to more than one individual,
the user can add a page part (such as Proposals to Review) to his or her
homepage as many times as needed, specifying a different staff member in
the data filters of each page part.
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Appendix: MyGIFTS
Glossary
Add Part link

a link in the MyGIFTS menu bar that allows you to add
page parts to the homepage or detail page being viewed

Admin link

a link in the MyGIFTS menu bar that allows the administrator
to access the Admin Available Actions Page

Admin Available Actions page

this page allows the administrator to
work with user accounts, permissions, homepages, and application settings

annotation explanatory text that is added to a page part to provide users
with special instructions or information regarding the contents of the page
part
application name

the name that appears after the user’s name in the
upper left corner of MyGIFTS pages

application settings formatting and preference settings that initially
applied to all new users on the system
detail page

a page that displays specific information on any type of GIFTS
record; each type of record has a different detail page

field labels

labels that are applied to individual data fields in both GIFTS
and MyGIFTS; field labels are editable
field-level permissions

user permissions that specify which fields each
user may view and/or edit; fields may even be completely hidden from view
filters search parameters that serve to limit the number of records within
individual page parts
global default homepage
group-level homepage

the homepage that is assigned to all new users

the homepage designed for use by an entire

group
homepage

the first page a user sees upon logging into MyGIFTS
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homepage templates

basic homepage layouts that are included with the
initial MyGIFTS installation

jobs

correspondence, write-ups, or reports requested by MyGIFTS users

Layout link a link in the MyGIFTS menu bar that allows you to move
and/or delete the page parts of the homepage or detail page being viewed
local access

direct access to the network servers, either in the office or
through a Virtual Private Network

locked user

a locked user may adjust the User Settings, but may not alter
the basic layout of their homepage (see also “Unlocked user”)

login ID

the name assigned to a user on the GIFTS and MyGIFTS systems

logo

a graphic symbol of a company, organization or product; the default
MicroEdge logo may on MyGIFTS pages may be replaced with a logo of the
administrator’s choosing

Logout link a link in the MyGIFTS menu bar that allows the user to log
out of the system
menu bar the colored bar at the top of MyGIFTS pages that contains links
to all currently available system functions and settings
page part

an area on a MyGIFTS page that resembles a file folder and
contains GIFTS data

page part library

a MicroEdge-defined list of page parts that may be
added to homepages or detail pages; each detail page has a unique page part
library
Quick Start Guide

a section of the MyGIFTS Administrator’s Guide that
walks you through a basic MyGIFTS installation

remote access

connecting to MyGIFTS without being connected directly
to the network, e.g., logging in over the World Wide Web

Search Results page the page that displays the results of any search
launched from MyGIFTS; the records on this page may be added to the
homepage in a new page part by clicking the “Add to homepage” link
session time-out a time setting (in minutes) that determines how long a

user session may remain idle before the user must log back in
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Settings link

a link in the MyGIFTS menu bar that accesses the User

Settings page
System Status a column in the User Status table that indicates whether
each user is Logged In or Logged Out
unlocked user an unlocked user is able to add, move, and remove page
parts on their homepage, in addition to adjusting the User Settings (see also
“Locked user”)
uploading the moving of a document from a local workstation to a
network server
user-level homepage

a personal homepage viewed and maintained by

only one user
User Settings formatting and preference settings that apply only to an
individual user; these settings supersede the application settings
User Status table

a data table that contains account status information
about all user on a MyGIFTS system

View More link

a link at the bottom of a page part when the search results
for the page part exceed the record display limit established in the settings;
clicking this link will display all records for the page part
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